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omputer System 
ought By I.C. 
Ithaca College and the Radio data, financial information sys-
orporation of America an- tem, and facilities management." 
ounced today the college's pur- According to Dominic Bordon-
ase of an RCA Spectr~ 70/35 aro, director of data processing 
omputer System for mstruc- systems at the college, "The in-
onal research and general ad- stallation should easily meet most 
inistrative data processing. of the current needs of Ithaca 
The computer was purchased College. This particular· model can 
t a total cost of $550,000 and will be expanded with ease to an al-
e delivered to the College about most unlimited capability 1n fu. 
e middle of March, according ture years." 
President Howard Dillingham. The computer's capabilities in-
Th7 availability of the ~ompu- elude -writing 1250 lines of 132 
r ~di stre!1gthen the cun:iculum characters each per minute and 
Y mtegratmg co~puter mstr_uc- reading 1500 punch cards per 
onal methods with t?ose bemg minute. There are also magnetic 
sed now. Students will be able tape units which can read 60 000 
write their own programs for characters per second ' 
ass projects in certain courses . . ·. 
d have them processed by a Installat1on will be m the p~e-
mputer. Sponsored student re: sent space used by the ~erv1ce 
arch projects can also be Bure~u and Data Processmg_ ~n 
andled by the computer, as can the _first flo~r ?f the Job Adm1~1s-
xtensive faculty research proj- tration ~mldmg. The Service 
cts. Bureau will be, moved to .a new 
Vice president for business and annex to be added at the west 
nance, Paul Farinella, said, "The end of Job Hall. 
dministrative uses of the com- Dr. Dillingham, in making his 
uter will be instituted in a six- announcement, said that the col-
hase management information Iege is studying the feasibility of 
ystem which will include alumni' offering computer ·_services to 
nd development records, admis- other colleges in the area on a 
ions office information, student cost basis. He explained that this 
ecords, payroll and personnel Continued on Page 8 
' .. ' .. ',•' ,'~ ~ .. 
Settlement Council Releases Findings: 
Reached By Goldman Should Stay 
College and The Faculty Council this week kind, and accept moral and ethi-1 clear fn respect to he!' eKtraordi-
concluded its investigation into cal responsibilities when judging nary competence as a teacher. 
A L S • t the dismissal of Mrs. Beatrice faculty members." "References from professors at - oc1e y Goldman by recommending that u also recommended to the I U.C.L.A. and at Corne!! highly Mrs. Goldman be retained as an faculty and administration that recommend her potential as a 
instructor in the English Depart- "both faculty and administration 1
1 
scholar and proven ability as a by Larry Himelein 
The Easter-Ferguson case will 
be settled in· student judiciary 
courts if either party chooses to 
press charges, according to a 
statement issued by President 
Howard Dillingham. 
The statement . was released 
after the final meeting of the 
Afro-Latin Society, the Campus 
Life Committee, college officials 
and a Washington arbitrator on 
November 19. 
The statement reads: 
"The past week and a half has 
seen the Ithaca College commun-
ity thrust into an issue of great 
sensitivity-that of racism on 
the campus. In dealing with an 
issue of this sort, one that gener-
ates high emotion as well as just 
grievance, it is very likely that 
misunderstandings will arise. To 
the extent that I, or any of the 
members of the administrnation 
have contributed to such misun-
derstandings, I am truly sorry. 
Continued on Page 18 
ment. endorse new standardized pro- teacher. 
Mrs. Goldman was notified last cedures and guidelines at the de- "Nowhere did the Council "dis-
June that she would not be re- partmental level for evaluating cover precedence for the issuing 
hired at the end of the 1969-70 and counseling non-tenured mem- of a letter of intent not to reap-
academic year. On September 15 hers of the faculty in order that point a full year before dat.e of 
she asked the Faculty Council, the ~est interests of the college, termination of employment of a 
the executive body of the faculty the faculty, and the students be first year junior faculty member. 
of the School of Arts and Sci- upheld." The issuing of said letter is 
cnccs, to review the circum- In most of Mrs. Goldman's doubly irregular in that the letter 
stances of her dismissal. grievances, which included failure followed. by only two months, 
The Faculty Council, which be- on the part of the English De- the issuing of the President"s let-
gan its investigation October 14, partmcnt to notify her of its tcr to Mrs. Goldman offering her 
interviewed tenured and un- standards of attainment, to send employment for the 1969-1970 
tenured members of the English her a written evaluation of her academic year and including a 
Department, Dean Paul Givens, classroom performance, to con- medium increment in salary. 
Provost Robert Davies, students, sider student comments when "Although the abo\'c proccdurr 
representativ~s of the AAUP deciding on her dismissal, and may be viewed as an attempt to 
executive board, Mrs. Joyce El- to give her written reasons give Mrs. Goldman ample oppor-
brecht of the Philosophy Depart- for her dismissal, the Council tunity to find other employment, 
mcnt, and David Berman and found that no violation of due it is also open to the intcrpreta-
Richard Esterman of the Music process had taken place. It did, lion that the Department and the 
Department before reaching its however, remark in relation to Administration actually hoped 
decision earlier this week. the·· grievances: that Mrs. Goldman would not ac-
After reaching the decision, the "The history of the College of cept reappointment for 1969-1970. 
Council prepared a statement of Arts and Sciences shows that only If this were the case, the indica-
its findings in the case. The state- in isolated cases of incompetancy · tion is that the department had 
ment comes in the form of a as a teacher have probationary already determined that they had 
recommendation, since the Coun- junior faculty been dismissed no intention of fulfilling the pro-
cil technically has no legal power after one year's experience. fessional obligation of counselling 
tel institute its findings. "The English Department has and guiding a probationary per-
onstruction Started On 
partment-Style Dorms 
Quarry May Close Next Year 
In its statement, the Council reiterated their position that Mrs. son toward more effective total 
recommended to the administra- Goldman's teaching ability was contributions to the academic 
tion that "Mrs. Goldman be re- not a· reason for the failure to community. 
tained in probationary faculty reappoint. Indeed, it was evident "The English Department has 
status within Ithaca College. We to the Council that, at least, most dismissed the importance of the 
strongly believe that Ithaca Col- of the English faculty considered President's letter in March on the 
lege should rise above mere legal her to be an excellent teacher. grounds that it is "only a form 
regulations in matters of ·this "Student's testimony was quite Continued on page 12 
Bulldozers arrived on campus I remaining $412,000 will come 
fonday to begin building a $3.2 from college coffers. 
illion apartment-type residential 
omplex that will house 412 stu-
ents. 
Plans to begin building the 
omplex were stymied until this 
onth because the college could 
ot find adequate funding for the 
roject. Construction costs ex-
ceded the college's original esti-
ate. 
But the problem was solved, ac-
ording to a press release issued 
uesday, when the college re-
eived a $2.788 million low-inter-
st loan from the United States 
epartment of Housing and 
rban Development (HUD). The 
The complex, which will con-
sist of two-, four-, and six-student 
apartments, was designed by 
Thomas Canfield of the Tallman 
and Tallman architectural firm of 
Ithaca. Canfield also designed 
the Performing Arts Building. 
Streeter Associates of Elmira 
is the building contractor for the 
project. 
· Charles Brodhead, executive as-
sistant to President Howard Dil-
linghain, said this week that units 
housing 200 students would hope-
fully be completed by September, 
1970. If those units are ready, 
Quarry Dorm, which presently 
houses about 175 coeds, will 
closed. 
The college is anxious to close 
Quarry, Brodhead said, because 
the dorm, an old-converted hospi-
tal, is extremely expensive to 
maintain. 
Brodhead is not sure 
whether this also means 
closing of Valentine dorm, 
men's living unit downtown. Al-
though the college may not be 
ready to accomodate on the South 
Hill Campus the 75 men living 
there, the meal facilities for 
Valentine residents are located in 
Quarry. 
The rest of the units may be 
completed by September, 1971. 
I • 
Deslgnecfby Thoma1 .. Canfleld, the new dorms wl~I house 200 studen,ts in September. 
The fountain (left foreground) will serve as a natural watershed, according to Charles Brodhead. 
The new apartments, which will · ups for the units will continue as 
be located behind C Lot, a park-
ing lot serving the lower quad 
dorms, will have separate living 
:md sleeping quarters, kitchen-
ettes and wall-to-wall carpeting. 
Students living in the apartments 
m;.iy opt not to take the college 
meal plan. 
A typical two-man apartment 
·.vill have a kitchenette, a com-
bination study and bedroom, a 
private bath and a dressing room. 
The four-man apartment, a du-
plex,· will have two bedrooms on 
the second floor . . 
Who will get first dibs on the 
apartments? John Brown, dean of 
students, said Tuesday that sign-
in the past-seniors first, juniors 
second, then sophomores and 
freshman if there is room. 
Dean Brown also said he did 
not know what the ratio of men 
and women would be in the new 
dorms: "We haven't really 
thought that far . . . it would 
more or less depend on the dis: 
tribution on the rest of the cam-
pus." . 
The apartments will raise the 
total residential population of the 
college to about 3200, makin.g 
Ithaca College one of the largest 
residential colleges in New York 
State. They will hopefully add a 
new dimension to the types of 
liYing styles avaikble on cam;111s 
at present, which include ten 
regulation dormitori('s, two high. 
rise dormitories and a trrrace 
complex. 
President Dillinglwm said of 
the new housing, "We ha\·c tried 
to make each residential complex 
on our campus unique in some 
way. Each has been constructed 
to respond to differing needs of 
our students. The apartment com-
plex will appeal to those who 
like to live in an apartment situ1-
tion, but with the added :id-
vantage of being on-campus. This 
final project fills out the resi-
dential needs. of the campus and 
our students." 
. . 
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Hillel Club 
Supports 
Moves To 
Free Two 
by Seth Morrison 
The IC Hillel club is support-
ing a nationwide movement to 
force Syria to release two Israeli 
citizens they have meen holding 
since August 29, when a TWA 
plane they were on was hi-
jacked to Damascus, Syria. At this 
time the fate of the two men is 
unknown. Efforts by the United 
Nations, airline associations, 
and TWA _have failed to secure 
the release of these men. 
Traffic Board Sets 
New Parking Laws 
by Iris Goodman 
The Ithaca College Traffic Con-
trol Board recently passed several 
proposals. pertaining to parking 
privileges and the handling of 
abusers. According to Cheri 
Haring, the following laws will 
soon go into effect: 
1. The F lot will be an over£low 
lot for lots J and L if they arc 
both full. 
2. The roadway on the north side 
of L lot is a no parking zone 
up to the entrance to the up-
o~Brien 
Blasts 
Patrol 
by Gregg Lindsley 
Student body president Kevin 
O'Brien blasted the campus patrol 
at a meeting of the Traffic Board 
Monday for what he termed their per mud lot. 
unfairness to the student's best 3. Since the overflow lot to N lot interests. has been completed ·(across 
from the Union), tickets will 
Photo by Barb Gold bet; 
- The Four Seasons 
The IC Hillel is circulating a 
petition on campus that is ad-
dressed to U Thant and to TWA. 
The petition calls for. Thant and 
TWA to use their influence to se-
cure the release of these two men 
and to implement measures to 
prevent further hijackings. Any-
one interested in helping to circu-
late these petitions can obtain 
copies from the Hillel desk in the 
Chaplains' offices in dorm 3. 
O'Brien said. after the meeting, 
"The administration thinks of its be issued to ~ars parked on the 
students as sixth class citizens." 
He pointed out that the faculty grass. 4. After the fourth ticket, - all 
Group Seeks Tranquil~er Effect 
Hillel is also planning to spon-
sor a number of events next 
semester. ~t the present time 
they have scheduled a bowl-in 
for January 18, which as )Jsual 
will be free to affiliates. A movie, 
"The Secret War of Harry Frigg," 
is scheduled for January 25. 
Other events will be announced. 
• 
The Dropout 
111 S. Aurora St. 
• 
Blue Jean Bells 
All Wool Bells 
Corduroy Bells 
• 
$3.95 
$7.50 
$7.50 
violations will be $10. and administration do not pay for parking stickers and often do 5. Failure to renew special park-
not have to pay parking fines. ing permits will result in a The students, who must pay for $10 a day charge after the 
period runs out. 
6. All unpaid bills from traffic 
violations will go on the col-
lege bill. 
7. Appeals must be made within 
three days upon receiving any 
ticket. 
their parking stickers. and must 
pay their fines, are often intimi-
dated by such things as not being 
able to gradui!te until the fine is 
paid, he said. 
The campus patrol, O'Brien con-
tinued, claims that there are just 
so many lots and just so many 
parking spaces. If new lots are 
needed, he said, build them. 
The Traffic Board would like 
to emphasize certain laws already 
existing which are not known by 
all students owning cars. Firstly, O'Brien, who feels that there 
parking places are assigned ac- should be a general amnesty for 
cording to seniority and the num- students with tickets until the 
ber of cars designated to park in situation is cleared up, revealed 
each lot are restricted according that student government may 
to its capacity. Students should take the problem to a civil court 
also be reminded that the first because of the practice of putting 
parking violation results in a traffic fines on a student's bill. 
warning, the second violation will Kevin Brownell, a sophomore 
cost the student $3, the third $5 radio-television major, who ap-
and all violations thereafter are peared before the Traffic Board 
$10. If a student has accumulated to appeal parking violations, 
five tickets he will lose his park- asked for a trial by his peers. 
ing permit. Brownell thinks that the cam-
Presently being discussed 1s ~us patrol ~s spending too mush 
the proposal that faculty staff i.ime "gypping the students out 
' of money" and ot gh t· and administration should pay n enou ime 
for parking tickets issued to them, s:rving the st~dcnts' needs. He 
yet the Board is waiting to re- cited an ~xperience ~f his own-
view the number of violations one mornmg, when his car would 
not start, he called the campus 
patrol and asked if they couid 
help him. The patrol informed 
DOG-I-IOUSE 
A-GO-GO 
him that they were not ru~ning 
a service station, and he would 
have to find jumper cables else-
where. 
' 
WESTt=cal 
1650 HANSHAW RD., ITHACA, N.Y. A~ Glasses 
'V ~ and Contact 
. Lenses Fitted 
Emergency Optical Services 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
· The Four Seasons, a singing 
group from New Jersey, appeared 
on the Ithaca College campus 
Friday night, December 5. After 
the concert they conducted an in-
formal interview. 
At the start, we were informed 
not to expect any straight an-
swers, but this was disapproved, 
because although they like to fool 
around, the Four Seasons are a 
serious group when it comes to 
their work. 
The group was formed about 
eight and one half years ago; 
three of "the four members arc 
the original group. The newest 
member, Joe Long, has been with 
the group for about four years; 
he is the 'bass player. Franki 
Valli is the lead singer, and aside 
from his work with the Four Sea-
sons, he has also made it on his 
own. Bob Gaudio, who plays the 
organ, is their composer. Accord-
ing to Franki, they taught him 
how to write. Bob has had about 
ten years of classical training. 
Franki has .had no training, but 
says -he learns with each day that 
he sings and works. Tommi De 
Vito, the lead guitarist and bari-
tone taught himself everything. 
The Four Seasons have made 
about eight or nine gold singles 
and three gold albums. 
The group spends a lot of time 
traveling. When they were asked 
where they go from Ithaca, they 
answered quite promptly; "Bed!" 
And they said they would next 
perform trying to get down this 
crazy hill which they had to get 
up. They were leaving the next 
day for New York for a record-
ing session. 
According to Franki Valli, 
there is no really big preparation 
for any of their concerts. They 
have a lot of fun. He claims that 
there are two songs to which· he 
can never remember the words: 
by Laura Goodman 
of the interacting is ad lib; they 
try to ride along with the audi-
ence. The night at Ithaca College 
they told us was a happy audi-
ence; Great, Wow, Fantastic. 
There is a certain exhuberance 
one gets when one performs in 
front of a receptive audience, and 
I know that the Four Seasons 
were quite pleased with the re-
sponse they received. Franki said 
that performing is a mutual thing; 
you cannot relate if the audience 
turns you off, and vice versa. 
The Four Seasons are more 
popular on the East Coast .than 
out on the West, because they live 
here and do most of their per-
forming and work here. The East 
is their strongest point, with the 
Mid-West next, and the Far West 
last. They feel that popularity of 
music is not form as much as it 
is exposure. This is the basic eco-
nomics of the business world. 
Their next recording should be 
released in about two weeks; they 
are presently working on it. It was 
expressed in general consensus 
that you have to wait until you 
need a record; you don't just put 
a record out on the charts because 
there is nothing there. The top 
year for the Four Seasons was 
probably 1967. Their "Wonder 
Who" .records came about by jmt 
fooling around, which is also how 
Franki explains his falsetto. 
What constitutes a generation 
gap? Franki Valli feels that it is 
caused by people who do not 
wish to understand. His 'g.L"Oup 
tries to relate to everyone. They 
make the claim of being perform-
ers who wish to entertain, and 1; 
think this is obvious in the re-, 
sponse they receive. To "serve the 
purpose as a tranquilizer might," 
to soothe, is how he expressed 
their effect. The Four Seasons 
try to keep up with the times. 
Bob Gaudio says that a generation 
gap may exist, but he feels thnt 
it is not in the world of music. In 
music everyone can make it; isn't 
this proven .. to be true? The Four 
Seasons open at the Waldorf 
Astoria on DecPmber 16, so they 
surely must have a wide range 
of appeal. 
Moliere Farce Tonight 
Is Last Fall Offering 
Moliere's farce "The Miser," plot to thwart his. designs and 
the final production of the Fall to marry persons of their own 
Theater Season, will be presented choosing. Schemes and counter· 
on the Main Stage of the Perform- schemes are carried out in an at-
ing Arts Building tonight and mosphere of great confusion. As 
Saturday night. the complicated plot unfolds. 
The Drama and Speech Depart- no one is spared the playwright's 
ment has entered this production ridicule. 
in the American College Theater Under the direction of Profes-
Festival, a nationwide drama com- sor Alan R. Robb, the cast in· 
petition in which 160 colleges and eludes Michael T. Warren in the 
universities are taking part. title .role, Doug Jacoby, Sue 
The American Educational Mirola, Ann Spencer, William A. 
FRIDAY, DEC. 12 
Butch Skeene & The 
2nd Edition 
ADMISSION $1 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
"Opus 17" and "Candy Girl." 
There is always a general premise 
ready for all the shows, but most 
Theater Association and the Duncan, William Parker, Pene· 
American National Theater and lope DeWitt, David Smelin, J. 
Academy are the producers of the Padric Flynn, Steven E. Brown .. 
Festival, with American Airlines Gail Goldsman, Lucia Fontannn. · 
headipg the list of sponsors. Frank Alford, Mike Burg, and 
'The Miser" is one of Moliere's David Rubin. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 13 
Ronnie Dio & The Electric Elves 
plus 
Big Daddy & The Soul Industry 
Admission $1.50 
10c Draughts - Fri. & Sat. - 8 - 9 p.m. 
Dog Bite Special 50c 
Doors open 8 p.m. - Instant Action Go-Go 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of •52· 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. 'thaca, N.Y. 
''We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
funniest and most penetrating Professor Alan G. Leach is the 
comedies. Harpagon, the miser, is set and lighting designer. The 
a widower and the father of a elaborate period costumes and, 
grown son and daughter. When he 
chooses mates for his children, wigs will be provided by the 
basing his choices on the financial New York C~stume company 
advantage to himself, his children Brooks-VanHom. ·• 
~' ;<W"F: ::31£ ·~: .......... ~~-..!..,.....::::::..,;:__~t 
~ · The, ri i RED CARPET t 
~
H ~.' finest in food !' 
Steaks, Shish Kabob ~ 
. f· 
i 
t j 
!" 
Weekend Entertainment 
TRIPHAMMER SHOPPING CENTER 
• Reservations 272-4839 
.-•,;_· -~ •:- ,.. '•'r • --: ~ ~ • 
ec·~ · Moratorium 
tarts With Vigil 
. The December Moratorium will 
e held December 12, 13, ·and 14 
0 allow flexibility and facilitate 
I involvement in the anti-war 
rogram. 
The theme for December is 
•peace on Earth." The Morator-
um is scheduled to expand one 
aY each month and focuses on 
nding the war in Vietnam with 
elated issues being brought in 
n the local level. It is encourag-
ng those who cannot de\'.ote a 
ull day to the Moratorium to 
articipate also. Using a non-
iolent approach, it is hoped that 
n effective protest can be made. 
Activites planned for Dccem-
er are designed to hold par-
' cipating time to a minimum be-
ause the Moratorium falls close 
0 final exams at Ithaca College. 
n information table bas been 
t up in the Union lobby, and 
·ill continue through December 
Thirteen Will 
Recruit For 
Employes Here 
Thirteen school districts and 
companies will be on campus in 
January searching for employees, 
according to a list of recruiters 
released by Alexander Clark of. 
the Services for Career Plans 
office. 
Students who wish to have in-
terviews with any of the re-
cruiters should sign up in ad-
vance at the Careers office and 
must prepare a written resume 
for each interview. 
The following recruiters arc 
scheduled: 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
10¢ per word - no m!nlmum, Submit 
AD TO THE ITHACAN OFFICE (Baao-
mont West Tower) or Call 274-3207 -
Mon - Fri. l • 6 P.M. 
BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS! 
PAID POSITIONS open on· the Ith· 
nt·nn next scmt•t-ler. 1',lex.1hlc hours. 
\\.ritinJ:, proof-rt>ndini,:. Cull Cnrol, 
XJG~:l. for info. 
DO YOU LlKE TO TELL IT LIKE 
IT IS? The Ithnl'IID needs concerned 
t·rt.•ut 1vt• wrth•rs. l'aid poRitionR open 
nt.•:\.t Ht.'mt•stt.•r. Cull Penrl. X:1207. 
EARN S6 TO $25 A NIGHT. Ir you 
n tP)epJwne. trnnsportation nnil n 
frw llourt,1 open in th,• t'VC'ninJ.:, t'nll 
:!7:.!·G:!05 for the 11nrt il·u1an. 
THE WORKS 
15,l EnHt State Street 
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS ONLY - You. 
nro wrlcome to come to ARMANDO'S 
BEAUTY SALON, 307 W. Btnto 
Street, to sco your Hair'• best friend 
for any bcnuty ,m~i:cstion or treat: 
mcnt: for a ahu,:,:y cut or n friendly 
con\'crsntiou Nino Znzz:nrn will J1elp 
you. Phone 272-5711 or 273.,1201 
ofter 5 p.m. 
PAID POSITIONS of'l•n on the Ith· 
nrnn ll<'Xt Acm(ts{4•r Fle:x1bln hourR 
\VritinJ.:'. proofrradtn;!' Cnl1 enrol· 
Xa62:J for info " · 
llO YOU LIKE TO TI:LJ, IT LIKF. IT 
LIKE IT IS 1 The ltharan n~erls 
C'onrc:rned. crl'nti\'(• ,, ritt•rs Pnul 
JmR1t1onR open Tif'Xt M'mt• ... tcr Cnll 
Penrl. 3207. · 
PYRAMID RECORDING STUDIO 
(formerly S & A H,•ror,lin;.: Studio) 
now in its Re<'o!1d ""ar in t}Jp 'rompkins 
Couny nrcn, ·will i-oon IH· invitmi: vou 
to thet ,:rnnd <1))enm:.: of 1t~ new hu-1Jd. 
ins:: nnd fn~ilitir,1. l>1•m,rn,trnt1on tnpes 
(rom !hr f1r:H ."'':'ar ,,·t·r,• instrumrntnl 
an ,::n1nmi:- mnJor rPcor1lin~ rom11nnv 
rontrurtR !or n numht•r o! handR: nnd 
th<' R<'rond venr 11romi"I'" to hn f'vcn 
hcttrr. Phone 272·!1:J:.!2 for mort• into. 
Tinn Sexton -- QFEEN OF THE I'tJD 
\\'here is Rhl,:y Penn 
'l'r,• the BONNIE AND CLYDE COCK-
TAIL ~ two or them nnu they hold 
:,.·ou up. 
"lonoi:a11101u1 r,·I11trnni,1hi11s n-ro for 
monot:K, 
lfv moth<"r mnd(' rm• n homo"P:Xual. Gny 
Doy. 
Drnr Guy Boy: H I ~rt ht>r th(' ,,ool 
will t.hC' mnkc me one too r ' 4. Posters and buttons will be 
n sale. Christmas cards with 
eace on Earth" and the war 
eme will also be sold. The com-
ittee suggests that the cards be 
Jan. 13 - Central Square (N.Y.) 
Central School (seeks candidates 
in English, mathematics, music, 
physical education, languages); 
Arlington School District in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. (music, phys. 
ical education, most secondary 
areas except languages). 
Photo by Dnrb Goldberg 'rhe Cuts' )!cow !'Inv• TIIE UOXC.\R 
Jean Stillitano, a junior English major, has been chosen as the this nrternoon rrom 4·7. Dime LINDA: Rtop in rind !-aY ht•llu J.eforo Chrh,tmns ,·nrnlion. 
next editor of The Ithacan. ,:;~~"7l~,: i~,r0 ~1/ 1G!1~ ,ao .. : ,:so for th e 
ent to Congressional representa-
·ves, to the President, and all 
ther government officials. 
Jan. 14 - Morse Chair (busi-
ness administration, liberal arts; 
positions open in sales and 
finance). 
Jean Stillitano 
I :Mimeographed copies of a let-
r of protest to the President 
ill also be at the table. The 
haca College Moratorium Com-
ittee will send the signed copies 
Chosen New Editor 
irectly to Washington. 
Jan. 15 - Burroughs Wellcome 
and ,Co. (business administration, 
biology, chemistry, economics, 
physics, psychology). 
by Kathy Barzler 
There will be a vigil and read-
g of the war dead today until 
p.m. in front of Egbert Union. 
ar dead will be read by states 
proportion to the number of 
udents enrolled at the college 
om each state. 
Students wishing information 
bout the Cornell Mobilization 
hould inquire at the Moratorium 
formation table in the Union. 
The protests are intended to 
how the administration that the 
ajority does not support policies 
hich perpetuate the war in ·viet-
am. Students are needed by the 
ommittee for publicity, and 
hould contact Publicity Chairman 
ita Liotta for further informa-
obert Ryan 
e-Elected 
Jan. 19 - New York State Elec-
tric and Gas Co. (accounting; has 
positions open as trainees in 
comptroller's and secretary-treas-
urer's departments and as audi-
tors). 
Jan. 20-0rtho Pharmaceutical 
Corporation (business administra-
tion, speech, economics, English, 
psychology); Saratoga Springs 
<N:.Y.) Jr. High School (all teach-
ing areas); Batavia (N.Y.) Schools 
(English, music, mathematics, 
drama, languages; social studies, 
physical education). 
Jan. 21 - Cheshire (Conn.) De-
partment of Education (English, 
mathematics, social studies); 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company (business adminis-
tration, English, economics, 
mathematics, psychology, political 
science, physical education). 
Jan. 22 - General Motors Parts 
Division of Flint, Michigan (busi-
ness administration, accounting, 
economics, students interested in 
The members of the History De- computer science or industrial or-
artment Election Committee granization of multiple plant 
ave announced· that Dr. Robert system). 
· Ryan, associate professor of Jan. 27 - North Haven (Conn.) 
istory, has been re-elected to a Public Schools (all secondary 
hree year term as chairman of areas especially languages mathe-
he department by the unanimous mati~s history science English) 
onsent of the full-time members. J ' 30 1n' t ti, 1 B .' H' an. - erna ona us1-
.1s new term of office will ness Machines· of Elmira N Y 
e"m on J 1 1970 ' · · 0 une , · (accounting, business administra-
Plans for a reception in his tion mathematics chemistry 
onor will be announced later. phy;ics). ' ' 
Jean Stillitano will succeed 
Cheryl Gelb as Editor-in-Chief 
of The Ithacan next semester, it 
has been anonunced. 
Jean is a junior majoring in 
English and has been with The 
Ithacan staff since her freshman 
year. She was previously a writer 
on the news staff, and recently 
has served in the capacity of 
Managing Editor for the paper. 
Although the position of Manag-
ing Editor will remain open for 
the time being, other editorial 
positions have been filled for next 
semester. 
Gregg Lindsley, a freshman po-
litical science major, will assume 
the office of News Editor. Gregg 
served as a news writer before 
becoming News Editor, and will 
succeed Chris Lyman. 
The position of Layout Editor 
will be assumed by Jim Cutinello, 
a junior majoring in International 
Relations. Jim was previously the 
Art Editor, and because the art 
department is becoming the lay-
out department, Jim became the 
Layout Editor. 
Roy Leff has been chosen 
Sports Editor for next semester. 
Roy is a junior political science 
major, and was originally a sports 
critic for The Ithacan. Roy is an 
avid sportsman, having played 
varsity hockey at IC, and hopes 
to achieve an overview of all 
sports at IC and professional 
sports as well. 
,'.l'he office of Business Manager 
will be filled by Al Greene, a 
junior psychology major. Al will 
RECORD-TAPE INVENTORY RESTOCKED 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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., 
• ,:: •• •ff 
succeed Dick Cohen, a senior 
graduating in January. Al was 
previously in charge of special 
events on the news staff, and also 
served on the advertising staff. 
Remaining on The Ithacan staff 
will be Pearl Mruvka, Features 
Editor, and Barbara Goldberg, 
Photography Editor. Pearl is a 
junior English major, and Barb 
a sophomore English major. 
The new editors have all ex-
pressed great enthusiasm for as-
suming their position January 1, 
when the paper will be published 
by off-set printing processes. 
•rnkc n $5 introtlnrtory Cli,:ht le.son DICK COHEN - c;ooIJ.IIYF. anti 
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Editorials - - C Guest Editorial Russian · Roulette 
Peace by John Cishek 
"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year" 
gets a little harder to say each year. Perhaps. 
because Christmas is supposed to stand for 
peace and love, perhaps because we don't 
really think that next year will be any better 
than the last. 
The past year was not a good one, and the 
prospects do not look much better for next 
year. The war in Vietnam will continue~ goals 
of captialism and imperialism will continue to 
outweigh goals of selfless giving, racial strife 
will continue to tear apart the United States, 
and too many will continue to be silenced by 
hunger and poverty. 
But 1970 will mark not just a new year, but 
.a new decade. The swinging sixties will hope-
fully give way to· the cerebral seventies, an 
era marked bv increased rational understand-
ing of the mounting national and interna-
tional problems and increased efforts to over-
come and solve those problems. 
Therefore, the most meaningful wish we 
could extend to the students, faculty and 
administration of Ithaca College is the wish 
for compassion and strength in creating a so-
ciety and a world which not only thinks but 
acts "peace on earth, good will towards man." 
.---- Guest Editorial ----------------------.., 
A Poem for Christmas, 1969· 
Plastic MI6's are being made for Tots 
Merry Christmas 
was a 
by Michael Ainsley 
It was fun being a free man for awhile 
Necessary to bring me half way without too 
many scars 
It goes something lik~ Russian Roulette, 
only instead of one loser ( or winner-for the 
slightly warped), there are about 122 to 124 
of them, all between the ages of 19 and 26. 
It's called The Lottery; and it indiscriminate-
ly turns young men into soldiers and Marines 
( yeah, Marines too-that's where at the in-
duction center the five foot ten, one hundred 
ninety pound Sargeant Carter/Aldo Ray pro-
totype who eats nails for breakfast says: 
"Countoffbyfives - allnumberonesstepfor-
wardCongratulationsYouarcnowAMarinel"). 
But, praise the Lord and pass the ammuni-
tion, because now we have a fair draft selec-
tive ·system. Fair, that is, if you're resigned 
to the fate that everyone is eligible for mili-
tary service and has the responsibility to serve 
his country in its armed forces. If your num-
ber fell in the top third, you know you're go-
ing. If it fell in the bottom third, you know 
you're not. Amen. If it fell in the middle, you 
know nothing, and might just as well forget 
you've got a number. If this is your outlook 
-and we won't call it fatalistic-you're sat-
isfied. 
. Now let's interpret fair another way: fair in 
terms of peace. A random drawing of names 
for the army won't stop the war. Is it fair to : 
arbitrarily select men to fight in a war that • 
nobody wants? And isn't war what the army 
is all about, anyway? This is fair? This is 
stupid! Even assuming you don't go to Viet 
Nam ( no one's taken away those deferments 
-yet), it's logical that if you don't want to 
shoot bullets, you won't want to play soldier 
for two years, ether ( despite the fact that 
every other guy's old man keeps yelling "A 
hitch in the army will do him good!"). It's 
very hard to serve ·proudly, or otherwise, in 
an army where the brig brutality, racial/eth- , 
nic discrimination, war massacre, military in- i 
vcstigation, and court martial reports follow i 
one after another. Think Thoreau!! ~ 
Basically, the lottery makes no real positive :1
1
, 
accomplishments. It won't end the war; it 
won't stop it from being "the poor man's war," 
since deferments are still issued; it won't re- j 
lieve the ·strained racial atmosphere of the 
military; and it won'f change a _lot of other 1 
things that need changing. About all it does 1 
is · tell some one-third of the draft eligible J 
men that they will not serve. To them maybe ·1 
that's a lot-but it still has echoes of a lot 
of "sound and fury .... " 
They'd dump Santa Claus if . there 
profit in it Now those days have passed ---- Guest Editorial---------------------. 
And they'd nail Jesus Christ on a cross The small travel clocks with the alarm sits in 
the bedroom 
Christmas in Vietnam must be qLJite a thing 
Love in the name of God and also go to war 
God rest ye very gentle men, may nothing you 
Ticking from eight to five, five to eight and 
back to five 
I am l'vlichael Ainsley, would be poet untouch-
able. and it's Christmas dismay 
Remember Christ our Savior? 
Well, he was born on Christmas Day. 
But Christmas has gone to hell 
War crimes versus God 
Tick, tick, tick, can you hear the bomb? 
Letters To The Editor 
New Board? 
Editor: 
Maybe the Campus Life Com-
mittee should spend its time 
setting up a board to protect stu-
dents who provoke comment on 
their blonde hair. 
Carol Fring, Sr. P.T. 
Separate But Equal 
Editor: 
made by the college to provide 
for other religions to celebrate 
their holidays. For example, the 
Jews are not provided with 
Menorahs and candles to cele-
brate the holiday of Chanukah. 
I 
hours. It is fortunate that the 
library must close down at 11:00 
p.m. during the exam period. 
Many students find it extremely 
difficult to study and concen-
trate in any area but the library; 
they arc accustomed to the quiet 
and the serenity that only the li-
brary can provide. In light of this, 
it seems to me that the library 
should extend its services to 24 
hours. However, it should be 
pointed out that only the first 
floor would need to be open: the 
point being that the students are 
Letter From Vietnam 
by Richard Reid 
(The following letter was submitted for 
publication by Sheri Brownell, a member of 
the Moratorium Committee, who writes, "This 
letter was written to me as a public expres-
sion of thanks to the participants in the Mora-
torium on November 15. I found it quite 
touching- maybe the whole march was worth 
something.") 
To All of You: 
As I sit here, I can't help but think of how 
often I have dreamed of home and the ones 
I love and of those who love me; wishin__g over 
and over again that I could be there. This is 
unfortunate, for those arc only dreams for me. 
I am a sailor, serving a tour of duty in 
the country of Vietnam. I detest war and de-
struction. It seems that what I like and dis-
like isn't up to me to decide. Here it is the 
word of "the lifer," the· man in power over 
us all. 
Though I am not there for the Moratorium, 
my mind sympathizes with you, and my spirit 
marches by your side. My heart also holds 
high its banner for peace and tranquility. 
This is my second tour of duty in this coun-
try and was not of my doing or liking. My 
first time here, I was one who thought it was 
the thing to do. I realize now what a mistake 
this was. I was a PBR sailor ( patrolling riv-
ers). I found that killing is a hard task, but 
needless to say, the words were, "Kill or be 
killed." I killed for self-preservation. Now, as 
I look back upon this, I still see the agony 
in the faces of my victims. I sometimes wish 
that I had fallen to those fatal shots. 
I have often heard the saying, "No one 
wants war." This in itself is a joke. If no one 
likes war, then why- should we fight this one, 
which no one knows anything abou~ at all? 
To kill a man in itself is a crime; but to 
kill a father's son, to destroy a family, to 
leave a child without a father, are these not 
crimes also? Not in war; no one can escape 
from its fate. 
The country in which we live has always, 
in one way or another, been at war. It is time 
Continued on Page 18 
According to the statement of 
purpose in the 1969 catalog, 
"Ithaca College is a coeducational, 
non-denominational . . . institu-
tion." 
The placing of trees on campus, 
and the refusal to provide for 
other religious beliefs is a con-
tradiction of the college's state-
ments about the college policies, 
and it discrimates against those 
who do not follow the Christian 
religion. The college must remedy 
this situation, either by removing 
the trees or by providing for stu-
dents with different beliefs to ob-
serve their religions. 
entitled to a quiet study area, .----· Guest Editorial-------------------------
free from noise and interrup-
tion. u would be an improvement Song My Was No Exception 
Seth Morrison Why docs this non-denomina-
tional school provide a Christmas 
tree complete with decorations 
for every dorm on campus, and 
why does it erect a large tree by 
the fountain? The Christmas tree 
is a religious symbol, and does not 
represent the beliefs of every 
student on campus. No effor~ is 
Lib Hours 
Editor: 
Nearing fhe exam period once 
again, questions invariably crop 
up with regard to the library 
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that I'm sure all students would 
gladly welcome. Most college and 
university libraries are open a 
full 24 hours anyway. As things 
stand now, the lights go off at 
10:45 p.m. and students are com-
pelled to conclude their studies. 
This is hardly the way it should 
be, and the constructive proposal 
I offer would remedy such a 
situation. 
A Plea 
Editor: 
Jeffrey S. Richman '70 
Over 25,000 young men, most 
of them college age or slightly 
older, are permanent exiles in 
Canada because of the draft. 
Some are deserters from the 
armed .forces, going North in-
stead of serving in a war they 
believe unjust. Others faced in-
duction or prison and felt that 
neither was right for them. 
Visitors to Canada, such as the 
undersigned, are impressed by 
their sincerity and ability. They 
are logical products of the Ameri-
can teaching that one should fol-
low his conscience wherever it 
leads, and for obeying this adage 
we have branded them felons, 
meanwhile boasting of our ances-
tors who left Europe for the same 
reason. 
Many are utterly destitute, dis-
owned by family, and facing the 
chilly Canadian winter with just 
the clothing on their backs. It is 
fair to say that thousands of them 
would not be in Canada had their 
draft boards given them a fair 
hearing and decision on their ob-
jections to this war. 
Continued on Page 5 
by Ron Taber, History Department 
The mass- murder of the people of Song My 
last year demonstrates to the world that U.S. 
leaders and military commanders in Vietnam 
are guilty of the same type of war crimes for 
which the Nazi leaders were hanged. These 
crimes are not simply "mistakes." 
As the U.S. press reports have pointed out, 
the destruction of Song My is only one of a 
number of large-scale murders of civilians by 
the U.S. and its allies. These massacres are 
only part of the larger picture of deliberate 
and methodical daily acts of murder and de-
struction in South Vietnam by U.S. bombing, 
napalming and poison chemicals. 
Deails of the Song My massacre were re-
vealed on November 20 in a letter from the 
Liberation Women's Association of South 
Vietnam. The letter reads, "From the mo-
Guest Editorial 
ment of their arrival, the agressors opened fire 
'on everybody, sparing no one, destroying 
houses and livestock. Those in shelters were 
machine-gunned or killed by ~renades. The 
U.S. troops were shouting 'Vietcong! Viet-
cong!' They covered a wounded mother with 
a baby at her breast with lime. Two young 
women were raped ,and then killed together 
their four children ... A group of about one 
hundred women, children and old people were 
herded towards a canal bank and machine-
gunned and then grenades were thrown into 
the heap of wounded and dying and dismem-
bered bodies lying in a sea of blood. Small 
children who were not ·hit by bullets or 
grenade fragments were smothered under the 
weight of bodies." 
Continued on Page 10 
IC: The Scholastic Womb 
by Leslie Neumann 
From time immemorial, or at least from the 
start of our institutions of higher learning, 
colleges and universities have been known as 
the centers of activity, the elite places of de-
veloping potential. Colleges have been known 
to adapt to, if not originate, new trends not 
limited to academia alone. The claim we hear 
regularly is that our campuses are best suited, 
in terms of available resources, to serve the 
community. However, upon examination of 
this claim, little evidence can be found to 
validate it. Exactly what do our colleges and 
universities do for or in conjunction with the 
downtown community? How can the members 
of a college, particularly Ithaca College, eff ec-
tively relate to the residents of that commun-
ity? . 
Ithaca College is in danger of selfisbJy bar-
I ,, 
boring its members, especially students, in a 
scholastic womb. Few, if any, programs are in 
existence here which provide the students with 
alternatives to campus activities. Ithaca Col-
lege attempts to reach the community by pro-
viding cultural activities such as drama pro-
ductions and activities in noq-functional fra-
ternities and sororities. In fact, however, the 
results of these attempts touch a miniscu!e 
segment of our community, namely the Cay-
uga Heights residents. The need is obvious 
from three points of view: students enter an 
"institution of higher learning" in preparation 
for learning how to fulfill a-so-called "responsi-
ble role in socie~y." However, if the students 
are not presented with opportunities which 
.Continued on Page 10 .. 
DRAMA REVIEW 
by Estelle Fraenlcel 
The notes on the lrhaca College Drama Department's play-
bill for their present production of i\loliere's "The ;\fiser" reads 
;is follows: "'The Miser' is an outstanding example of the artis-
try of the leading-writer of comedy in France.'' In the opinion 
,f this reviewer this is not the case. The truth is that director 
-\Ian R. Robb did a very fine job of directing what can only be 
d:issifiecl as a fair play. l'vfost of his cast di<l an excellent joh 
,iitli lines that at times seemed endless and with a plur that 
,ut-i\loliere<l J\foliere. 
:'\lichael T. \Varren's portrayal of miserly Harpagon was 
ldightf ul as he postured and prated his way through three acts 
hat otherwise often dragged. His ,;ccnes with Penelope Dc\\'ttt 
111 d William Duncan were especially entertaining. The mere 
m.:scnce of l\liss DeWitt on the stage added brilliance :rncl 
,eauty to an otherwise powder puff poor set. Her performance 
1, the matchmaking Frosinc \\ ho "lives by her wits'' was. need-
<·,s to say, art?culate an<l extremely well executed. 
:\Ir. Duncan's J ,1cquc, who serves as the \ 1 iser's cool.:. and 
in·ryman, was extremely comical. \Ioliere consistently includes 
c:rvants in his plays who serve as a ,·oice of reason; Jac<1m·s is 
·ur11 a character and Duncan's dcli,·cry was impcccahk. He 
,,·en hrought life to the minor set changes that ,wre made at 
he hc~inning of Acts II and II. 
The two sets of young lo\'ers 111 the play were aided con-
idl'rably by the two very lovely young actresses, Ann Spencer 
•~ Elise and Susan \lirola as l\lariannc. It was the quality of 
hl'ir performances that made up for the o\'crlv ''foppish" pcr-
orm:mces of \Villiam Parker as Valere and Doug J:1cohy as 
'lcantc. Fops can be fun hut not unless they arc pcrforminl? 
n the same par as the r-cst of the cast. The worst fop of the 
·\-cning ·had to be J. Patrick Flynn's Anselm. The moment he 
·ntercd wearinl? flaming red from hci1d to toe, one was aware 
h:it very little could be expected from his character and that is 
1 hat we got. His role is corny but it could have been a lot 
unnier had it been toned down and redirected. 
{t;J-~ 
~: 
eOf/»~ ~~;p/«JD? 
then sit back and relax and enjoy the holiday season 
removed from the hustle and bustle of last-minute 
shopping. Since important gifts deserve leisurely and 
unhurried consideration, it is not too early to make 
your selections while our collections are al their peak. 
HEGGIES· JEWELERS 
136 E. STATE ST. 
' 
. . 
• <~- "'!-•'\' ~ :t~ I ... (,:-,r';,~' •·.t:=~ I:' '••...,I, ··~""' • \ " 
Free U. 
Planning 
Tutoring 
Program 
The Free Uni\'crsity for Social 
Action <FUSA), created as a sup-
plementary educational service, 
attempted last year to bring 
meaningful courses to the IC com-
munity. A downtown organization, 
the Ithaca Neighborhood Center 
(INC). was furictioning in a paral-
lel manner, bringing community 
issues into the classroom. This 
year the two merged. hoping to 
create an exchange between the 
college and the residents of Itha-
ca. However, the merger was in-
complete because it failed to pro-
duce a relation between the two 
segments. The college level 
courses were attended primarily 
by college students, while the 
community courses were attended 
by local people. 
This semester, the INC-FU is 
hoping to shift its emphasis and 
alter its program so that both 
clements of Ithaca will be work-
ing with one another for the im-
LETTERS 
Continued from Page 4 
College students will respond 
to this appeal if they know about 
the need. Fraternities, religious 
clubs, and various other groups 
will raise and send money and 
parcels if they know about it. 
· Many thanks for your help. 
Graham R. Hodges 
New York Conference 
United Church of Christ 
(Editor's Note: Money may be 
sent to Dr. Charles Forsyth, United 
Church of Canada, 85 St. Clair 
Ave. East, Toronto 290, Canada.) 
Why My Lai 
Editor: 
You'r birthdatc: September 14, 
your destination: United States 
Army, your location: South Vict-
name, your occupation: combat in-
fantryman. What is the orienta-
tion you can expect? Allow me to 
prepare you. 
First and foremost, the brain-
wash; you look like a soldier, act 
like a soldier, and most important-
ly, think like a soldier. From 
here on, it is no longer unusual 
to think in terms of "gooks" that 
you kill, or body counts that you 
will make. 
Precceding your arrival in Viet-
nam, you arc given an orientation 
specifically geared to your sur-
.. , ,,· 
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vival. (M~rk this well; it comes base-camp but you realize now 
in handy.) You arc told there is that the rumors arc groundless. 
no telling when the enemy is By now you think that it is 
going to strike. Trust no one with physically impossible to take 
slanted eyes, be it man, woman another step, but somehow you 
or child. Human life, you arc re- do. The idea of catching nwl;tria 
minded, means nothing to a and 1,rctting rest in a ho~pital 
"gook." You arc forewarned o[ seems too sweet to he tru1•. You 
the "alluring" Vietnamese girls want to run, go AWOL, hut thrr<' 
who spread incurable venereal is no place to go So you march 
diseases and ·or bottles of Coca- on and on, and ) our mmcl ancl 
Cola spiked with ground glass., your body arc no lon!.!<'r yours 
You arc informed that shooting j because you arc a combat ,uldier 
water buffalo is forbidden, which , in Vietnam. 
leaves the impression that the I If you can imag111c ) ourself in 
".'ietnamcse people arc to be co~- this situation, you will ha\·e no 
s1dcrcd somewhat less than am- need to ask, "How can an atroeit,· 
mals. Finally, to maintain your like Mai Lai happen:•" I ha,<· wit-
allegiance you arc told that you ncssed these ma~satTes many 
arc going to Vietnam lo preserve times. They happen C'H•ryday in 
American democracy against the Vietnam and they \1 ill <'onlinuc 
immoral spread of Communism. to happen as long as this war c: 011 • 
This may be your orientation on tinucs. The men of tlw allP!.!i·cl 
surviving in Vietnam. :\lai Lai massacre cannot ht• lwld 
Now I would like you to place totally responsible for their al'-
yoursclf in this position: It is 951 lions. They :ire in \'il'lnam to 
degrees and you have been away fight a war and wars, 11·1· h;:n C' 
from base-camp for 15 or maybe learned. in\'Ol\'e death. lldon• \\e 
even 30 days. Marching from\ concll'mn thl' men of :'llai Lai. put 
dawn till dark. there is no relief J yourself in their po.,it1on What 
from your exhaustion. You'\'c would you do'! 
been carrying anywhere from 50 Spencer Hang<·r ·,::! 
to 100 pounds on your back, plus 
your rifle and ammunition. 
Marching docs not exclude CLASSIFIEDS 
thought, so you think of your 
friends who have been killed or ioe per word _ no mmimum Submit 
~·oundcd _and_ you as\}·o~rs~lf: I AD TO TUE ITHACAN OFFICE (Basc-
When Will it be me· \ OU \'e , mcnt west Tower> or c,n ~i 1-3207 -
heard rumors of going back to i Mon. Fri. 1 • 5 1'.M. 
provement of their communitv. r----------------------------------------
Studcnts of IC rather than attend-
ing classes with their peers, will 
be directly invoh•cd with other 
members of the community out-
side of their usual circle. This 
program will provide an oppor-
tunity to IC students to put into 
practice some of the theoretical 
knowledge they have gained in 
the classroom. An idea which 
INC-FU holds to be very im-
portant in its program is that 
students arc ca1,ablc of aiding 
the efforts. of local residents to 
develop and utilize their re· 
sources. 
The INC-FU is in the process 
of organizing a volunteer tutor-
ing service which will be staffed 
mainly by IC students and will 
be made available to anyone in 
the downtown area. Secretary of 
the INC-FU, Leslie Neumann, 
said. "In order for this tutoring 
scrviec to be successful, we will 
need an enormous number of 
volunteers. We hope that all inter-
ested people will not hesitate to 
contact us. It's essential for stu· 
dents to help in the community, 
and it's even more essential that 
the community people have help 
right at their doorsteps if they 
nc~d it." 
THE MEANING OF 
SONG MY 
PANEL DISCUSSION by 
DR. HOWARD FEINSTEIN 
THE REV. DAVID EVANS 
MICHAEL AINSLEY 
KEITH HARTMAN 
Psychiatrist 
First Baptist Church 
Vietnam Veteran 
High school student 
MONDAY, DEC 15 - 8 P.M. 
First Unitarian Church - Aurora and Buffalo Sts. 
Sponsored by 
TOMPKINS COUNTY PEACE ASSOCIATION 
The Rev. Richard Gilbert, Chairman 
Pre-Christmas Verification of Price Policy 
GUARANTEE: 
We Guarantee the Lowest Price in the State for Records and Tapes with 
our Service, Selection and Hours. 
E. J. Korvett 
575 5th Ave. 
King Karol 
·111 W. 42nd St. 
Sam Goody 
.666 3rd Ave. 
Pricing Schedule 
4'' 591 
3'9 419 
3'' 419 
4°' 419 
698 Sale Price 5s9 294 
549 0.No 1scounts 569 2'4 
__ Obscure Bargain Store: 8th Ave. and 15th St., Washington, D.C., Kalmazoo,·Mich.- 2 LP's (4,.only) 
'595 BUT: NO Selection, Service, Returnability, Accessibility, etc. 
TOWN COMPETITION 3s7-39a 4s7-49a 549 2•a 
497 249-297 RECORD RUNNER 367 437 
• Fhese Are lhe Facls • You Decide• 
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~ A That Was The .w'Week That W~s by WUllam Roal ~ IW~ Oriental Travel Course I.e. Museum· Dow .Loses Scheduled for ·su111nier Sets Art Sa~e $10 Million A one-day exhibition and sale A four-week travel course on A special feature of the course of Qriginal graphics will be held Con*--uct 
"The Leaming Process in the will be two days of leisure time at the Ithaca College Museum '11 1 
BARKER COUNTY, Alabama-A close relative ·of George Orient" is being made available at EXP0-70 in Japan, with ad- of Art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., fi Ni 
1 \Vallacc was pic~cd up by the S~ate_ Police and charged ~th ~on this summer by Ithaca College. mission supplied. December 15. or apa ffl spiracy to commit murder culmmatmg a four year _investigation it will carry three semester hours Course director is Dr. Stanley The exhibition will provide an . 
into his political activities and underground operations. Nathan credit and auditors will be ad- Davis, director of graduate stud- opportunity to view a group of . 
Wallace, the son of the former presidential candidate's brother, mitted. ies and research administration Old Master etchings, engravings ~LAND, Mich (CPS) - Dow 
is a known member of CEI ( Citizens for the Elimination of the From July 1 to July 29, the at Ithaca College. A professor of and woodcuts, and will include Chemical, sparkplug for c~unU~ss 
Insane) and a staunch hsupohrtefr of guel rill a warfahred. Nhathf an group will travel to Japan, Tai- psychology, Davis received his AB works by Rembrandt and Goya, demonstra~ons on umvers1ty 
disclosed to authorities t aTth eGreqdueJnt y a~p11roa1 c ~ t c_ or- wan, Hong Kong, Thailand, Ma- degree in psychology and his PhD as well as signed originals by campuses m the _last three years, 
mer governor wi th a gun. Cc Eiran k- ury 'Y1 ha so m_vWest•1g1 ate laysia, Singapore, and the Philip- degree in industrial psychology Picasso, Roualt, Braque and has stopped makmg napaln:1. reports that members of the '.. too· part m t e anti- a_ ace . t th 1 . from Cornell Uni·versi·ty. He was . ' Company spokesmen said the b II · d h pmes, o compare e earning younger pnnt makers campaivn_ last ,:car, fi,xing a ot_s_. m m_any states an t reatcn- · · American government awarded 
,;, J I I f d and educational experiences of Dean of Students at Cornell be- Th h'b·t· · b . ing the lives of pro-\\ allace po 1t1ca 1gurcs an voters. e ex 1 ~ ion IS emg pi;e- the contract for the jellied gaso-
elementary and secondary stu- fore joining the Ithaca College 
1
. 
BROO:\fE COUNTY, Pennsylvania-After being economically dents in the Orient with those in faculty_and previously was man- sented with the cooperation of me several weeks ago to another 
ignored and socially mistreated for generations, the Amish the United States. The group will ager of Life Sciences Researeh Lakeside Studio in Michigan. It company, American Electric of 
population has vowed to abandon its shrunken territories and hear lectures presented by educa- and Development for General is headed by John Wilson form- Los Angeles, ~hen Dow was an 
h · I · P I · R ' unsuccessful bidder for the new violentlv torment t e state capita m cnnsy vama. eports tors of the different countries, Electric. Davis has traveled wide- erly of Roten Galleries, whose contract. 
of border clashes have already reached the desks of state au- visit schools and hold di"scuss1·ons ly and done field study work in 11 t· f d 
co ec 10n was onne specifically Last year, Dow's board chair-thori tics. The Amish have received the support of a well known with teachers. The course is de- the Orient. 
state-wide revolution:ir_'v' or(Yanization, the PSGI ( Peoples ·for Complete informati·on and to encourage young collectors of man Carl Gerstacker pledged that 
" signed to answer questions of th h" the Company would cont· t the Squeching of Greed and Insolence). The pulse of the PSGI's brochures can be obtained by e grap 1c arts. mue o 
Ami.sh revolution has been felt in neighborincr territories as evi- how students are motivated, how ·t· t D" The Lakeside Collection can be make napalm as long as the gov-
. k . ,., wr1 mg o: 1rector of Graduate , ernment needed it. 
dcnccd by evacuations and ma ·e quarantines. education is organized and how Studies, Ithaca College, Ithaca, seen on the second-floor gallery The contract was worth about 
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.-Opponents of Alioto for Governor teachers are trained. l N.Y. 14850. of the museum. $10,000,000 .. 
have released comprehensive reports of the Mayor's activities 1----------------------------------------------------
with underground agencies including the Mafia. One report de-
scribed the J\layor's role as chief executive in charge of gerry-
mandering voting districts to benefit the l\fafia economy and as 
mediator in Harbor Commission disputes where Mafia officials 
have had political :ind economic control for thirty years. The 
anti-Alioto group has also included well-known judges, state 
attorneys, councilmen and university trustees. The OAG hopes 
to present a legal case against the mayor early next year includ-
ing numerous Grand Jury indictments. 
WASHINGTON-The Justice Department has made known 
their attempt to prosecute the mrlitants and their allies respon-
sible for the propcrry damage and mental damage they in-
flicted on the people of \\'ashington and the citizens of America 
during last month's :\Ioratorium. Working closely with the 
FBI and city police, the Department makes this announcement 
after looking over a variety of films, police reports, snapshots 
and interviews. Their investigation will include the probing_ of 
major universities and ~ccondary schools across the nation. Ru-
mors arc that I\I r. Agnew sparked the legal effort to erase the 
moral conscience present in the dissenters of today. 
Pete's I coLo BEER 1 
· ¼ BARRELS HOW 
AVAILABLE 
ICE CUBES 
PICNIC SUPPLIES 
OPEN 7 DAYS 9 AM. 10 PM 
I 
714 W. BUFFALO 
Where to go on a cold winter night 
Say - After the game or Just to be 
out wi.th some one you Uike. 
To be in a warm cozy place with 
candle light, soft music, iust forget 
the cold out doors. 
The place "PIZZA HUT" wher-e hot 
bubbley pizza is served to you at 
the tables 11:tY courteous employees 
and as our holiday Gift to you bring 
this coupon in and you will receive 
one dollar off ~ny lairge _pi_zzca. you· 
buy. 
PIZZA HUT 
430 llmlra ._ ... 
27M1233 
The Country Couple~ 
A couple of great ide~s for Christmas. 
--
You'll find them at Th~ Trip~ammer Shopping Center. 
•1 
... -.. 
·:· .J. ··-· .• _,.. ... • ·: r~ .. 
• 
" ' .' 
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I wishes its ,eaders I Tap-A-Keg Anyone? 
~i I by Larry Himeleln 
'J.I. and COntribUtOrS JA Many IC students probably ({f, ,'I have never heard of the Textor JI. 'J# Halls. To many more, the Hill 
ff!* !:(:' . . .,J·i.:.·).. A Restl ul Vacation ,'IM Building is something abstract. 
• i.: But few young people who have 
been here for any length of time 
. and I fail to recognize the Pub when I . ·:· ~(',,'• . . t· d ~ 1t 1s men 10nc during the course A of a conversation. How often 
:;p, O '•w...~ A_ Healthy and Prosperous IR have WC begun a sentence, "Re-ff! ~ member that night at the 
I ~ Pub ... ?" .. . . Ne· y Presently a sign up in the Pub .~ ~,...,.. · · . w ear · I welcomes students to Smiling 
;iii,' 
~~~«:e.....~~~~~~~~ Smitty's Stereo Bar & Grill. As ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ any regular pub.goer knows, the 
The alleged mass 
murders at Song My 
have perhaps not 
been proved yet 
BUT 
The month since Nov. 15 
has brought a long list of 
uncontested new stories about 
villages, farms and livestock 
ruthlessly destroyed, civilian 
lives snuffed out by our 
military actions. 
HELP keep alive the spirit of Oct. 15 and Nov. 15 
PROTEST the continuance of an inhuman war 
JOIN with many others in a 
VIGIL FOR AN IMMEDIATE 
PEACE IN VIET NAM 
SATURDAYI DEC. 13-11 A.M. till NOON 
at the 
U.S. POST OFFICE 
Ithaca Mobilization Committee 
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom 
273-3498 
m-1n honored with this poster is 
Earle Cornell Smith, the manager, 
better known to most people :is 
Smitty. Few people now here, 
however, remember him from 
opening night in the fall of 1965. 
An exception to this last state-
ment is Ken Lucash, a senior 
physical education major, who 
smilingly recalls that first night 
more than four years ago. He re-
members, "There was a long line 
and people were fighting over 
who would be the first one 
served. President Howard Dilling-
h11m :ind some faculty members 
stood around and smiled as peo-
ple carved their initials into the 
tables with hammers and chisels. 
The next night there was a sign 
up: 'no hammers." You could 
bring a chisel but you had to use 
your head if you wanted to carve 
:inything." Nineteen half kegs 
were tapped th:it night. 
Smitty likes to give credit to 
. the bartenders, Bob Garrison, Bill 
Pctryna, Dave Ames, Alan Solo-
mon, l\lark Borlawsky, Bob Gro-
veston, Brian Atkins, Mark Esk-
ridge, Jerry Gardner, Todd Pro-
zeller, Chris Chakas, Keith Chris-
tiansen, Steven Ncifeld, Harry 
Wortzman, Vince Chicarclli, and 
Jack Roach, the Sunday night 
manager, whom Smitty says, "all 
have worked out very well and 
do their best to keep the place 
clean." The liquor commissioners 
should also be credited - those 
students who keep the place 
orderly and attempt to discourage 
underage drinking. They are: John 
Westbrook, the chairman· Larrv 
Wennogle, assistant ch;irmaa"; 
Wayne Harner, Wes Kissel, Gary 
Mix, Gary Worden, Bill Pctryna, 
Geoff Wright, Bob Kyle, Tom 
Polimeni, Rod Frith, Mike Bar-
ton, Dan Murphy, Dennis Fitch, 
....=========.:;..;=:-:---- -- ---~ ----- -- -- -··--------=~=:=-~~~-~-=-=-=----=c=:--::-=:-=======~. OPIN 9.9 MON •. SAT. OPIN 9-9 MON.· s·AT. - OPIN 9.9 MON .. SAT. OPIN 9.9 MON .. SAT. OPEN 9.9 MON . . SAT. 
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS. 
The Parly Shop w,7/ ~lose lorever on Oe~. 31, 1969!! 
To help you with your CHRISTMAS SHOPPING we are holding 
our LIQUIDATION SALE BEFORE X-MAS. 
Glass Chillers~ now· 4 49 
Cocktail Shakers ~ now 395 
Wine Baskets ltt5" now 200 
Wine Press -m now 2649 
RYO FILTERED CIGARETTE MAKERS 1295 now 9 95 
Salad Sets 'II" 395 Chip & Dip Sets a-e- 295 Punch Sets 
1 Bar Sets ~ & Jr 495 & 895 I Beer Mugs l)er" s•s 25c-50c Ge10,....ltl 
0 
'D 
Ill 
z 
- I !J 
• ,0 
'1: !o 
IZ 
'=1 I~ i 
Ii 
~; ,~ 
I ,0 
:s 
10 
I~ 
! "' ...
:" 
I 
ol ii 
,0 
:0 
• ,oCorkscrews 
Martini Sets 
W-me Racks 
F, 4 It Z4Pleca . I • Piece 
..«, 5n Contemporary Stemware -""" 13'5 I Glassware ~ 6" l~I 
.,C.... 5ts Malaysian Batik .. JI': yd. 1 •• yd. Ciift Sets 25% Off •• .. 1 
="I 
Bar and Wine Accessories - Disposable Plastic Cocktail Glasses I 
i 
,or lhe ntan who 005 l,a,,e e"erylhing: ~ 
· 100 BOTTLE WINE JA_IL wAs_ 7495 Now 4695 I 
_TH_E __ P_A_RT_Y_S~~- ----~73:_90!ffl 50! __ ~· Cayuga Ii~ 
ONll 9-9 •••• SAT. ONll 9•9 MON •• ·~~·- _ONN 9.9 MON.· SAT. ---·-ONII 9.9 MON •• SAT. . ... ~~!I_?:?~~~--.!~ -· 
Jl1wto hy Barh (;oldbrr~ 
One of the most frequented and well known campus spots 
lights the campus with the Christmas Spirit (in more woyi than 
one). 
Jim Branski, Mike Podlucky, Ed tional emergency - tables and 
Syron, Dan Parsons, Dave Casey, chairs were decimated. hut c\·cry-
and Fred Recchio. one who was able lo lcaYc \\'Cnt 
:\1any people arc probably won- away happy - and in most cases 
dering about the Christmas hungover. The b<'cr record \\'as 
decorations present in the pub set those nights; according to Bob 
this year. Bob Garrison acquired Garrison approximately, 25 hal\'cs 
most of them. He m:inagcd to con- were ser\'cd each night. 
vincc Buildings & Gmuncls that I Another notable l'\·cning fca-
in the true yuletide spirit, it I lured the . .ippcar;int·c of Carmen 
would be nice to donate a tree I Basilio, the fighter, here on a 
to the Pub (no small feat to ac- Genessec Beer promotion, which 
complish). :\lost of the lights were included the showing of movies 
given by Bob and Frank, the man I of him in action. autographed 
most of us recognize from the, pictures, and a large amount of 
snack bar. Sc\·cral young ladies. 1/ free beer. Presumably, the movies 
acting in the charitable spirit were shown after enough beer 
which characterizes the holiday had been consunwd so that few 
season, were kind enough to as- people would rcnwmber watching 
sist in the decoration of the area. 111m get his brains heat out. 
The stereo now in the Pub on Budweiser draft is favored hy 
weekends, and occasionally on 
weeknights, also belongs to Bob. 
Several c\·ents al the pub over 
the last several years arc memor-
able. :\Iany students will recall 
the :ippl'arance of Your Fathcr·s 
Mustache in the spring of 1968 
and their return engagement for 
l:ist year's Winter Weekend. The 
'people in attendance got pleasant-
ly smashed to thl' ragtime music 
of the group and the aftermath 
should have been dcelared a na-
2 to 1 o\·cr its nearest competitor, 
but Ballantine has donated fou:-
halvcs to the pub as part of its 
recent promotion. They also do-
nated 100 cases following the 
Four Seasons concert which they 
sponsored, but only 73 were 
finished. Seems like we should 
have clone better than that. At 
any rate the Ballantine has been 
successful and may be continued . 
The bartenders, who recently 
Continued on Page 18 
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"U'HA T'S THAT SUPPOSED TO ,\IEAN?" 
Congress: College Gets 
No Word Yet $1300 Grants 
COMPUTER BOUGHT 
Books Needed 
for Inmates· 
Students have been asked 
to donate their used books 
for inmates of Auburn State 
Prison who are taking regu-
lar credit courses. 
A table will be set up in 
the Union lobby on Wednes-
day, Thu~sday and Friday to 
collect the books. 
The book collection pro-
gram has been set up by 
Auburn Community College. 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE..272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Closest liquor 
Store to Campus 
WRCOME I.C. STUDENTS 
TO 
DINNERS - LUNCHES 
Specializing in Italian Food 
New Neapolitan Chef 
SPECIALS ON 
CARRYOUTS 
TAKE RTE. 13 
Exit Third St. 
Aurara·Jnn 
~
Slllee 18" 
Amora-oa-ca,uaa Lue 
Bame.al 
WeU. College 
IIOONI e POOD e LOUN•S 
Sllllllay 1-10. l:Z:~3:30, 5:3o-l 
WHkdaff l-!0 ..,:12-2. f-1 
1154-9301 
OWlltd 117. Wella Cclllell 
€rt1~ewelffs 
RINGS & 
WEDDING BANDS 
Designed and IMde . 
In our own 
Shop 
Tues. thru Sat. 
10., 
111 S.AanraSI. 
J7J.JM6 
Give a gift certificate for Christmas! 
Jazz Lah 
Schedules 
3 Concerts From Store From Sears 
Continued from Page 1 
would be possible by using com-
puter - communications devices 
such as the teletypewriter and·-;::=======================~ 
by Marnie Holober 
Student Congress met for a 
Concerts by the Ithaca College short time on Monday, December 
1. Due to the weather condi-
Ithaca College has received an 
unrestricted grant for $1,000 and 
a library acquisition grant for 
$300 from the Sears-Roebuck Jazz Lab Band, student composers 
and student soloists arc scheduled 
this weekend as the closing musi-
cal events of the fall term. 
A concert of student composi-
tions will be given in the audi-
torium tonight at 8: 15 p.m. Under 
the direction of composition 
teacher Karel Husa, composers 
whose original works will be 
heard arc Paul Benson, James 
Piekart, Steve Jones, David Berg-
er, David Bugli, Laura Beha, John 
Farrell, Laurie Conrad, Douglas 
Blaker, Joseph Knaus, Denise 
Schuler, Barbara Graham and 
Merrill Heidt. 
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Music 
.. school, violinist Fred Klempercr 
will present his senior recital, 
assisted by Martha George and 
Wayne Scarborough. A pupil of 
Prof·. Thomas Michalak, Klemp-
ercr will play Roumanian Folk 
Dances by Bartok, "Vocalise, Opus 
34, No. 14" by Rachmaninoff, 
"Partita in D minor" by J. S. 
Bach, "Sonata in A minor, Opus 
23" by Beethoven and "Schcrzo-
Tarantelle" by Wicniawski. 
The concluding event is the an· 
nual winter concert by the J.izz 
Lab Workshop at 3 p.m. on Sun-
day in the main theater of the 
Performing Arts Building. Ste-
·phen Brown of the music faculty 
will direct the College Jazz Lab 
Band. Included in the program 
of "big band" jazz will be "Tor-
reano," composed and arranged 
by Chuck Mangione, "Shiny Stock-
ings" by Frank Foster, the Buddy 
Rich arrangement of "Mercy, 
Mercy, Mercy," "The Big Dipper" 
by Thad Jones, "Opener '69-70" 
by Ray Brown and new special ar-
rangements by David Berger. 
tions, President Kevin O'Brien Foundation. The checks were 
was not present and the executive presented to the College Presi-
report could not be heard by dent, Dr. Howard Dillingham, by 
Con~ress. How:ver, members cm- the local Sear's representative, 
phas1zcd the importance _of stu- Carl Becker. 
dents ~o at~end the meeting for_ Grants totaling $1.5 million 
alldmSaJ?rs in the Scd~ool of ~rts have been distributed in the past 
an ciences regar in_g c_urricu- month to privately supported col-
lum changes. The meeting is a re- leges and universiti~s by the 
suit of the Student_ Congress pro- Sears-Roebuck Foundation. More 
posa~ for changes in the present than 950 private, accredited two 
curriculum. and four-year institutions across 
Student Congress also met on the country, have received unrc-
Novemb~r. 24, the Monday before stricted gifts and gifts to assist 
Thanksgiving. The Board on their libraries 
Racism was again a topic of much __ · __ _ 
discussion. There was some ques-
tion in Congress as to the effect of 
the Board on Racism on the Ju-
dicial Code. The Academic Com-
mittee is researching this matter . 
It was· further suggested that 
a member of the Afro-Latin So-
ciety might come before Congress 
to aid the discussion of the pro-
posal for a Board on Racism. 
This was agreed upon by Con-
gress. 
The Grievance Committee re-
ported on the bookstore issue. 
The claims of unfair pricing by 
the bookstore have still not been 
adequately answered. It was 
pointed out that the bookstore in-
come does not go into the Gen-
eral Fund. 
Cones 
FOR THE BES.T 
SUBS IN TOWN 
103 N. Aurora St. 
Phone 273-9922 
TRAFFIC BOARD 
Continued from Page 2 
that are actm,lly being distributed 
among them. 
The Traffic Control Board, con-
ducted by Dean Brown, Seargant 
Leo Tracy and students, Ed Syron, 
Joe Panebianco, Sue Hartman and 
Cheri Haring, urge all students 
to contact the safety division if 
they have any suggestions for a 
better traffic control system. 
BARNETT'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272-9881 
SCHOOLEY'S INC. 
152 E. State St. 
lthaca~s Quality Jewelers 
Wishes You A Warm and Cheerful Holiday 
and A Very Happy New Yea! 
video terminals for both inquiry 
and · responses and general batch 
proce~sing application. 
He said the college will prob-
ably now add courses to the cur-
riculum to teach its students how 
computers can be used in their 
work. Such courses might teach, 
for instance, how historical in-
formation could be put inJo a 
computer's memory bank and pro-
grammed for historical analysis 
of a situation. The college will 
not, however, be teaching com-
puter programming as a profes-
sion, according to Dillingham. 
Ithaca College presently rents 
:time on several computers in the 
area but students, faculty and ad-
ministration have been able to use 
it only on a very limited basis. 
IMPORTANT 
NOTICE 
Beginning Tuesday, Janu-
ary 13, the Egbert Union will 
be cashing only five and ten 
dollar checks. 
Checks of other denomina-
tions may be cashed at the 
business office in Job Hall. 
When you know 
it's for keeps 
All your sharing, all your 
special memories have 
grown into a precious and 
enduring love. Happily, these 
cherished moments will be 
forever symbolized by your 
diamond engagement ring. 
If the name, Keepsake is in 
the ring and on the tag, you 
are assured of fine 'JUality 
and lasting satisfaction. The 
engagement diamond is 
-- flawless, of superb .color, and 
precise modern cut. Your 
Keepsake Jeweler has a 
choice selection of many 
lovely styles. He's listed in 
the yellow pages under 
"Jewelers." 
~.-..~~!STEREO k 
~12sa elD 
R,ng\ enlargtd 
10 ,ho .... dt'to,1 
OIAMONO RINGS 
F<om $10010 $10000. 
®T,ade Mo,\ Rrg 
A H POtld Company, Inc. 
hi 18Q2 
I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
1
1 
Pleoic send new 20 page booklet, '"How To Plan Your Engagement ond Weddinq" I 
,and new 12 poqe. full color folder, both for only 25c. Aho, how c:1n I obta,• I 
( the beautiful ~ page Btidc', Keep,ako 8ook ot hell price1 f.69 I I N, ... ,_____________________ I 
I I I Add,..,, __ .....; __________________ I 
I c;,., _____________ ""--------, I 
I I I SIii Zi•' I 
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201-1 L------~--~~--..-~---~-~---------~-J 
I. 
' 
I. 
:~~~~~:-~~·~~;~ ~~~r-~~.~~7.~~~~w::~::~t;,~:~~I}; :·~~·:=='~r~~:~~-~~::•~g:f:•~~~•'i );_~,. c.,::.'l!~~~!~~~~~l:~·J~~~-~ . , - ' •. 
. . 
AM/FM 
I CASSETTE 
::::.::: 
Play your favorite music on 
AM or FM. Or, on cassettes. 
Or, record it, and play it over 
,:. and over again. Battery or 
.t· . .: 
..electric, AFC, mike. 
8 -TRACK STEREO 
Home entertainment D999 unit! 8-track stero 
player. AM-FM 
Multiplex radio. 
Matched walnut Our Reg. 
cabinets. Low Price 119.97 
DOMINION 
2-SLICE 
TOASTER 
Only 999 
Reg. Low Price 12.97 
-r·w,, ~~ 
,f- ·'·, Features color selector, lift-o-
WARING 
"FUTURA 1000" 
. . BLENDER 
matic action. Easy to clean. 
Only 2988 
Solid state! 14-speed push 
buttons - helps you prepare 
gourmet meals. Flash-blend 
button for split-second blend-
ing. Automatic timer. 
POLAROID MODEL 360 
COLOR PACK CAMERA 
15999 
04r Reg. Lo~ Price 169.97 
Flash recharger included at no extra 
cost. Electronic timer that .. beeps" 
........ ;-,1:.-·;".:;-<.~'. 'f.,.li,i ... ~~ 
. . . - . -
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Our Reg. 
Beautiful compact with exclusive 
fine tuning. Dual channel volume 
and tone controls. Illuminated 
selector button. Complete with 
2 instant-mount speakers, bracket 
wiring harness . 
.AM RADIO 
99•• Our Reg. ~ Low Price 
12.97 
Ideal home listening compan-
ion with big-speaker sound, 
and sleek, smart woodgrain 
styling. Solid-state. 
ll 
·~~] 
--.;;::~·1111~ 
l 
! 
. ' 
I ' ' 
PORTABLE ELECTRIC 
AUTOMATIC TOOTHBRUSH 899 Our Reg. Low Price 11.97 
Treat your family to dental health! 4 
personal brushes. Cordless rechargeable 
. power handle. Effective up and down-
motion. May be wall mounted. 
MIRROR 
CLAIROL KINDNESS 
SCHICK SALON 
HAIR DRYER 
Only 3688 
HAIRSETTER AND 
LIGHTED. MIRROR 
Only 281}7 
20 roller instant hairsetter 
teamed up with lighted minor. 
all in one streamline packayt.: 
electronic shutter .. e1ectric eye. Beautifying Mist makes your 
MODEL 320 ·coLOR PACK CAMERA hair softer, more lustrous. Ad-
Our Rag. Low Price 52.97 44.99 justable big bonnet dries your 
CX 126-12 KODAK COLOR FILM 99c __ .,,.,""i11M•hair in jli5i 20 minutes • 
. . . ,· . ' .•. -~- .. " ·°f..... . . ·- .l:~~,r""'....,·~-
.. ., •••••••• t1 •• 11,/, •• · •. ,..,,. ... ... .'..,,,·"··r~-··t11.• -·~· ~, •.• '·r ...... 
' 
• 
I 
r 
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A.,. nt1"och ·01·vers1"f1"es Two Named of the Guthrie Clinic' at Rot?ert Packer Hospital in Sayre, Pa. "in 
YELLOW SPRINGS, Ohio _ the Clinical Audiology and Speech 
T P • t Pathology section on Otorhino:: Trustees of Antioch College have O roJeC loryngology. He was affiliated 
elected three new members lo the with the Ithaca Speech Clinic in 
board _ a Catholic nun. a Negro Two Ithaca residents have been 
economist, and an en\'ironmental named as members of a four-man Spencer from 
1951
•
1966 where 
he had been assistant director 
d , ·" r The ne"' trustees were advisory committee for a Uni-csi.,ne · · "' ._ · since 1957. 
chosen deliberately to broaden \'crsity of Minne,sota project to Dr. Lenneberg joined the Cor-
. ·t nroup representation on c,·aluale the effectiveness of vari· 
minor1 Y "' •. nell faculty in December, 1968, 
the board and to reflect rncreas- ; ous pre-school programs for the ft b . t th U . ·t f 
d - · · · ·· · d Th t a er erng a e m\'ers1 y o in" interest among stu enb in; hearmg 1mpa1Te . e wo are !\I' h' f f 0 
• I . . 1c 1gan as a pro essor o psy-the arts and effects of cnviron-
1
. Dr. T. Walter Carlin, associate h 1 d F 11 • th men; on society professor of speech pathology and I cc O togy fan H a e Gowwtmh de 
· . en er or uman ro an 
Antioch's board of tru~tee_,.;, I a~diology ~l Ithaca <:allege, and Development from 1967-68. 
which now includes alumni. six Director .0 - th.e. Ewmg Spee~h From 1964 to 1965 he was a 
faculty of other academic inst i-1 and Hearing Clime, and Dr .. Enc visiting professor of psychology 
tutions, three women, sc\'eral . Lcnneberg, prof~ssor of ps~chol- at the University of Zurich in 
members of mi~ority ~r~ups as I 0:~): .an~ ~eurobwlogy at Cornell 1Switzerland. From 1960 to 1966 
well as lawyers, mdustn~h_sts an_d i lm\ersit~.' . . ,he was a member of the faculty 
government agency _offic1als, is i Dr. Carlin _Jomed the lthac? Col- of the department of psychology 
probably as atypical as any in : legc faculty m 1964 as an as~1stant at Harvard University and con. 
the country. , professor of sp~e~h and director currently served as assistant pro-
However, it docs not include; of the Speech Clime. He was m~de Cessor of psychology at Harvard 
student and faculty members. Of-; chairman of the departm~nt of Medical School and Children's 
fered that opportunity by trus- i ~pcech pathology and audiology Hospital. 
tees last spring, student and 1 10 1966- He earned his BA and MA 
farult\' councils turned it down. I Carlin earned his BS degree at degrees at the University of Chi-
They ·said the suggestion was in- I Ithaca College and a Diploma in cago and his PhD degree in psy-
:111\-isable and unnecessary - in-: Audiology and his PhD degree at chology and linguistics from Har-
advisable because the board is/ 1 the University of :Manchester, vard University. · 
already large and unnecc>~sary be- England. He was formerly super- Dr. Lcnncberg is a native of 
cause ,~ectings are open to all ! \·isor of speech and hearing for Germany and became a United 
communilv membc>rs. for parlici- ! the Rye, N.Y. Public School Sys- States citizen in 1948. 
pation. • i tcm. Dr. Carlin is an associate According to · Dr. Donald E. 
{f ffo1.t'11e been lookit1g 
for an in¾imate t'OOM 
i"·whic.h • wine pJ dit1e 
a11 impressiona~le date, 9oc.c 
oc.a9ht to consider . 
The Porterhouse Room 
of' .f.he \Jondel' lattc:l Mote I 
"~'t &,H1RA ltOAP • AR 2- S2.5 2. 
Moores, assistant professor in the 
department of special education 
at the University of Minnesota, 
"The project will extend over a 
five-year period, with the first 
year given over lo planning and 
to testing of evaluation tech-
niques . Evaluation will of-
ficially be started in September 
1970." 
,;·.• 
I, 
Phntn hy B:1 rt, (;u]1l11l'1:; 
Art for arrs sake? 
IVe;ys~ciaIGift;l 
f from THE TRIANGLE I 
BOOK $HOP I 
t I 
BOOKS 
Fiction- Non Fiction 
Chi ldren 1 s Books 
Public Affairs 
SUPPLIES I 
~~~ Sweaters and Jackets i 
Paper Backs 
Dictionaries 
Cook Books 
Artist Supplies 
Study Lamps 
Glassware 
Posters 
Pens 
TRIANGLE 
BOOK SHOP 
Use your Charge Account 
403 College Ave. . _______ ..,.. ___ .,.._.. ____ __ 
',"' ' ',• 1,,...,~~ ~~ • .._ r ";'l:~·A 00 .. "'( .. p,"/ ro, 
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A SCHOLASTIC WOMB 
Continued from P~ge 4 
they can deal first had with "society," namely 
the downtown community, they will be un-
equipped later to communicate except on a 
very elite level. Secondly, the downtown com-
munity is often times, and reasonably so, un-
able to understand many of the college cam-
pus' attitudes and actions. If the community 
were given more t·xchange with college stu-
dents, an understanding could develop - at 
le;ist, the effort ah,ne might prove to be suc-
cessful. The third obvious need is that of utiliz-
ing all possible educational resources. No com-
munity can boast that it is so complete that 
it needs no further development of its po-
tentials. And on the other hand, few of us 
would admit there i1> nothinv; more we can do·. 
One organization in Ithaca which is at-
tcmpt!ng to deal with these needs is the Ithaca 
Neighborhood Center - Fre~ University. Its 
goals, briefly, arc two-fold: to supply solu-
tions in an education situation (i.e. courses) to 
the downtown community, while at the same 
time, in\'olving the college students directly 
in this process. It is not idealistic to assume 
rhat ;111 of us have a responsibility to each 
other; and the colleges. especially, because 
thn· ha\·c the resources, should extend a hand 
outside of their academic barriers. 
All members of Ithaca College: adminis-
tration, facult,·, and students, should consider 
seriously \\ ha; tht·\·, as individuals, can do for 
the res!dcnrs of Ithaca, and what their scrv-
ices, as members of a community organiza-
tion, can do for the general condition of 
American culture. More specifically, each one 
of us is probably capable of contributing an 
idea or ideas which will lead to actual com-
munity development, and real interchange be-
tween the isolated clements of "our town." 
Orhcrs of us are capable of teaching something 
which will surface some of the obscurities; 
all of us arc capable of learning, of trying. 
Many people downtown arc in need of more 
education, but a number of them arc lcary 
of classroom situations. Others, who enter a 
classroom situation, find they arc not able to 
keep up with the work. High school students, 
junior high students, and rural-district resi-
dents need tutoring help. There arc few places 
in Ithaca where people can go to receive 
tlltoring services - the Ithaca Neighborhood 
Center - Free University would like to be 
0111:. That is, if we can fin-cl enough interested 
students to sacrifice one or two hours a week 
for this end. Our hope is not to create a sense 
of martyrdom, but to provide a central point 
of exchange hetwet·n people and a greater dc-
\'clopment of existing resources. The volun-
teer tutoring service is only one way of doing 
this. If interested write INC-FU, PO Box 218, 
this. If interested, write INC-FU, PO Box 218, 
272-6623. 
Perhaps we can make history out of the 
myth that our collegcs serve the community. 
MY SONG WAS NO EXCEPTION 
Continued from Page 4 
Evcryrhing in this INtcr has been corrobor-
ated h}· the first hand American and Viet-
namese witnesses rccently quoted in the U.S. 
press. Company "C" clestroye<l the village and 
massacred the inhabitants. 
Sgt. i\lichael A. Bernhardt, now at Fort 
Dix. N . .J. described the massacre to Seymour 
H. Hersh in the November 20 San Francisco 
Chronicle. Bernhardt said, "The whole thing 
was so dcliherate. It was point blank murder. 
They were doing a whole lot of shooting up 
buc none of it was incoming ... I walked up 
and saw these men cloinJ!: strange things. They 
were doinv; it three ways. One: They were 
setting fire to the hootches ancl huts ancl wait-
inv; for people to come out and shooting them 
up. Two: They were ~oing into the hootchcs 
and shooting them up. ~rhrec: They were 
gathering people in v;roups and shooting them. 
As I walked in \'OU could sec piles of people all 
through the "iilagc ... all over. They were 
gathered up into large groups. I saw them 
shoot an l\l-79 grenade into a group who were 
still ali\'e. Bur is was mostly done v,:ith a 
machine gun. The\' were shooting women and 
children just like· anybody else. \Ve met no 
resistance and I only saw three captured 
weapons. \Ve hacl no casualties. It was just 
like any other Vietnamese villaRc - old papa-
s;1ns, women and kicls. As a matter of fact, I 
don't remember seeinv; one military-age male 
in rhc entire place, dead or alive." 
Song My is not ;111 exception. 
At the November 20 press conference at 
Paris a spokesman for the Provisional Revo-
lutionary Government, Duong Dinh Thao, also 
reported a massacre at Balangan village nc;,ir 
Quang Ngai where more than 1200 women, 
children and old men were drowned during the 
''accelerated p;1.:ificarion" drive which began 
J;111uary 13, 1969. Ch-er 11,000 women, child-
ren and old men, were herded into a concen-
trarion camp and their village was clcs~roycd. 
In earh· !\larch, on three separate occasions, 
g-roups - of about ·!00 were loaded aboard 
barges and rowed our to sca by naval vessels 
which made sharp turns at full throttle caus-
ing the barges to capsize, drownin1,1; those 
aboard. One person ~un·ived. For many cbys 
afterwards, bodies were washed ashore. The 
camp officials t·xpl;,ined to the relatives of 
the victims that rhev were "drowned in a 
storm while being tra-nsfcrrecl to Camranh." 
In the same report details were released on 
the stepped up use of ch~mic,il warfare by the 
U.S. since Nixon took office. In an opcra~ion 
in Tayninh provil"ice July 18-20, 1969, five 
tons of chemicals were sprayed. More than a 
thousand persons were poisoned, among whom 
were 30 children who died. Estimates of the 
Provisional Revolutionary Government indi-
cate that during Nixon's first 10 months in 
the \Vhire House, 285,000 people were aff ectcd 
by poison chemicals. Among these, some 500, 
mainly children and old people, died. 
A· total of 2,30(),000 acres of rice fields and 
orchards have been destroyed this year by 
poisons which also kill fish and game. The U.S. 
has ev~n destroyed 40,000 acres of rubber 
plantations in Cambodia, for which Chief of 
State Sihanouk is demanding compensation. 
What do you make of it? 
It seems to me that the calculated slaugh-
ter of the innocents of Song My is neither a 
mistake nor an aberration, neither a tempor-
ary moral lapse on the part of weary soldiers 
nor the debased sadism of a few perverts. 
The murder of more than 500 civilian resi-
dents of Song l\ly - children in arms, women 
and men·-~ is the logical result of American 
imperialism and racism directed toward one 
hamlet in ra,·agcd SoutJ1 Vietnam. Song My 
is all of South Vietnam. 
The former combat photographer who pre-
sented concrete evidence of the slaughter 
said, "I remember this man distinctly, hold-
ing a small child in one arm and another child 
in the othcr, walkin~ toward us. They saw us 
and thcy were ple:1ding. The little girl was 
saying, 'No, no' in English. Then all of a 
sudden a burst of fire and they were cut 
down.'' Senator Kennedy's subcommittee has 
recentlv ;1clmitted over a million casualties 
and at ·least 300 thol!sand civilian deaths. 
Song :\ ly is all of South Vietnam. \Vha r 
makes Song l\1y distinct is that for once the 
victims of imperialist agrcssion arc given 
faces. There arc photographs. There arc eye-
witnesses.· There arc American witnCS$CS. Bur 
how different is Song l\ l y from the thousands 
of tiny hamlets _obliteratc_d by American 
bomhs and napalm? How different arc the 
rcsidcnts of Song l\ly from the more than one 
million civilians wh~, arc the victims of im-
perialist agression? 
The Army may convict Lr. Calley and some 
of his men of murder, but it is clear that the 
murdering goes on :ind that the real murders 
still ~o unpunished. 
• ONLY LP STORE IN STATE 
With "Stealin' " Dylan's 2nd Illegal LP 
• OVER 1000 MORE MONOS: 
Jazz - Rock-: Classical. 
• RECORD CLUB STONES 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
EXCEPT X-MAS 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
$1.97 
.$3.57 
.... 
i 
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Th L tt. · ~ Maine, an Army veteran. Hughes, actual picking. Larry McKibben picking. e, 0 ery: who was a picker midway through of Iowa read a statement signed The pickers were kept in a 
tlie drawing, said he and the by 14 of the pickers charging that sideroom off the main meeting 
G H h others had been warned by of. the advisory committees were be· room. Police stood at the doors en __ ._ _ers . ey ficials beforehand not to extend ing used as "rubber stamps" for and military officials entreated 
their examination of the draft to the lottery to lend an "air of the youths not to leave the room 
M k Pl the act of picking. legitimacy" to it. -- to mingle with reporters, though a es ay The Alaskan and Michigan However, the statement also re· some did. Approximately 10 of delegates decided they couldn't affirmed the basic faith of the the group had sideburns, three 
in good conscience serve as pick- signers in the progress made by beards, and everyone's hair was WASHING TON (CPS) - Y"all 
step raht up 'n takes yo'self a 
seat. The show'll be on the road 
anY old tahm now. Keep yo'eyes 
on the bowl. Yassuh, the magic 
bowl. In goes the arm, out comes 
the shiny b~ue capsule. Some 
wins, some loses, but ev!rybody 
has fun. Isn't that right General 
Hershey? Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha. 
The place was the National 
selective Service Headquarters; 
the time, I\1onday night, Dec. 1; 
and the event, the draft lottery. 
outside the headquarters, a 
small crowd assembled. Later 
there were stop the draft signs, 
chants of "kill, kill, kill" when 
Hershey emerged from the build-
ing to enter his chauffeured 
limousine, and distribution of 
pieces of a symbolic birthday 
cake to underscore the morbidity 
of using birthdays as the corner-
stone of the new system for feed-
ing the war machine. 
Inside, separated from the 
demonstrators by at least three 
walls and a dozen armed poUce, 
festivities were getting underway. 
Staring at the hundred or so 
newsmen, military officials, and 
imported token youth in attend-
ance was a big red-white..an~-
blue board mounted vertically at 
the front of the room. Imprinted 
on it were the words, "Random 
Selection Sequence." 
Numbered 1-366 for each day of 
the year, it resembled the score-
board of a rrew TV quiz show. 
To its right was a smaller board 
numbered 1-26. This was em-
ployed at the end of the drawing 
of dates as the display board for 
letters of the alphabet randomly 
selected for the purpose of 
determining - by the first let-
ter of the last name - the order 
· of induction of those with the 
same birth dates. 
Both boards, with their letters 
and numbers, represented con-
venient abstractions by which 
players in t~is game of life and 
death could escape the moral im· 
plications of their actions, escape 
considering the lottery in human 
terms. Letters and numbers, after 
all, were harmless. What could 
·- be fairer than conscription by 
chance? 
A Marine chaplain had no 
sooner given the invocation, tak-
ing a dig at the media ("Grant 
us a clean press in the spirit of 
service") and proclaiming gran· 
diloqueritly, "Bless us so we may 
bless the world," when plastic 
capsules were heard tumbling in-
to the 36-inch high tumbular glass 
bowl, rattling against the sides. 
Congressman Alexander Pirnie, 
a New York Republican, reached 
in and pulled out the first blue 
capsule, handing it to a sitting 
woman in blue with carefully set 
brown hair, black-frame glasses 
and a blue scarf wrapped around 
her neck who pressed her deeply 
red lips tightly together while 
opening the walnut-sized pod, and 
released them while extricating 
the slip of paper. 
She gave the slip to Col. Daniel 
0. Omer who had a Mayor Daley-
ish face, deep jo~Is. and a chip. 
munk mouth that took great pains 
to pronounce each syllable in the 
drawn date succinctly. "Septem-
ber Fourteenth." Omer lianded 
the slip to another elderly colonel 
who bellowed "Sept. 14 is 001" 
(Get the military jargon.), and 
pasted it to the board: · ·· 
ers, Hughes said, and when· they the Nixon administration in re· neatly trimmed. Upon comple-
informe_d the officials of this, they forming the draft, and when he tion of their turn, pickers walk. 
were excluded from the night's was through reading it, Mc~ibben ed by Hershey, who grasped them 
activities. This resulted in a joined in what he had just con- Continued on page 13 
Subsequent to Pirnie's first, -
historic pick, the pickers were 
young people. One represented 
each of the 50 states, plus a few 
U.S. possessions such as Puerto 
Rico and Guam. All were mem-
bers of Youth Advisory Commit· 
tees established at President 
~ Nixon's urging by state Selective 
Service offices to" suggest im-
provements in the ~l 
During the day, they had ·been 
given tours of the White House, 
' ,· ' 
; • --'-·· '·-..."..'..,-;_~_-: ·'.'~..!. _t, : . "{ ~ .~.. .. ' -- }: . ' 
·2021 Slaterville Rd. 
SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN: Daily at 4 P.M. 
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.Twenty California Students 
Convicted an Campus Riots 
Face Twenty-five Years in Jail 
LOS ANGELES (CPS)-Twenty sion, in that it is the first time 
San Fernando Valley State Col- in the United States that students 
lege students have been convicted 
of felony charges for their activi-
ties in campus disorders a year 
ago at the suburban Los Angeles 
campus. Thirteen of the students, 
including Archie Chatman, Jr., 
who was head of the Valley State 
chapter of the Black Students 
Union, were convicted on con-
spiracy charges. All but two of 
the convicted students arc Black. 
The 13 students who were con-
victed of conspiracy were also 
convicted of 29 counts of false 
imprisonment, and 12 of those 
13 were convicted on three counts 
of kidnapping. The students con-
victed of kidnapping face a pri-
son sentence of 1 to 25 years and 
those convicted of false imprison-
ment could be sent to prison for 
a term of 1 to 10 years. The de-
fendants found guilty on con-
have been convicted of felonies 
for their actions during campus 
demonstrations. In the decision, 
Superior Court Judge Mark 
Brandler declared that "college 
campuses are not privileged sanc-
tuaries where disruptive, violent 
felonious acts go unpunished." 
Quoting historian Will Durant, he 
added that students should resign 
themselves to "modest and grad-
ual" improvements on campuses. 
Deputy District Attorney Vin-
cent T. Bugliosi, who led the 
prosecution of the students, was 
"very pleased" with the decisions. 
"I would expect," he said, "that 
militants all over the country 
were watching the results of this 
trial ... It (the trial and verdicts) 
could have a crippling effect on 
campus militancy, if not through-
out the country, in this state." 
spiracy charges face an additional The prosecution said during the 
1 to 25 years. If the maximum trial this case would determine 
sentences are imposed, however, who would run colleges - stu-
they would be served concur- dents or administrators. 
rently, making the maximum pos-
sible sentence 25 years. 
The convictions stem from a 
meeting between members of the 
Valley State BSU and acting 
President Paul B. Blomgren and 
other campus officials which was 
held on November 4, 1968. The 
purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss student demands that var-
sity Football Coach Sam Winning-
ham be fired for kicking a Black 
football player during a game. 
Administration officials testified 
that they were held against their 
will and that the "kidnappings" 
were pre-planned. 
The students consistently de-
nied the charges and asserted 
that the meeting was a "free and 
open discussion" between the 
groups, and that Blomgren "will-
fully" signed a final document 
at the end of the meeting. 
This case is a landmark deci-
A 
· COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
The defense attorneys, Morgan 
Moten, Loren Miller Jr., and Hal-
vor T. Miller Jr., were all deeply 
shocked by the verdicts. Moten 
believed that there was insuffic-
ient evidence presented to convict 
the students of anything, but he 
also admitted, alt~ough somewhat 
less enthusiastically, that Brand-
lcr's decision could have far-
reaching effects. "Because police 
officers can read," said Moten, "I 
would assume that this might set 
off a series of requests for com-
plaints on charges of conspiracy, 
not only for campus disorders, but 
in civil rights and peace move-
ments." Moten also expressed his 
feeling that similar indictments 
might very well affect lawful dis-
sent in this country.· 
The decision will be appealed. 
(Dennis Anthony is on the staff 
of The New University, UC Irvine, 
Cal.) 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
JA.NDA 
304 E. State St. 
Wishing You The Warmest 
In Season Greetings 
MOW BRINGS YOU FUN FILM 
11 Amazing new liquid plastic that drys 
quick and solid" -
MAKE YOUR OWN GIFTS 
...... 
Kaplan Proposes 
New Lit Program 
by Fran Markover ·· ' 
An alternate curriculum for 
English majors has been proposed 
by Joel Kaplan, assistant pro-
fessor of English at Ithaca Col• 
lege. This plan calls for more 
"coverage in depth" of literature. 
According to Kaplan, many stu-
dents have expressed some dis-
satisfaction with the present Trip-
lum requirements. There basic 
complaints are: (1) lack of corre-
lation among Triplum subjects, 
(2) too much time required for 
courses other than English, (3) 
specialization occurs during the 
senior year, for the most part. 
The alternate curriculum sug-
gests that the number of credit 
hours required in Triplum history 
and Philosophy will be reduced. 
More English electives, therefore, 
wlil be offered. 
The proposal also calls for more 
seminar courses or smaller lec-
ture courses for sophomores, 
juniors, and senior English maj-
ors. Suggested arc classes cover-
ing broad periods of genres, 
classes on certain authors, and 
classes based on particular 
themes. 
Particular courses Kaplan would 
like to see added to the curricu-
lum arc the Faust theme, liter-
ature of the absurd, Old English 
as a language, comedy and trage-
dy. 
certain pro)ects in mind and have 
adequate background with the 
period they are working in. This 
will allow professors to have 
more time to offer a variety of 
additional courses. In this way, 
the English department would 
make sure that major authors and 
genres arc represented. 
Kaplan pointed out that reac-
tion to his plan bas been favor-
able with both students and 
faculty on the English Curriculum 
Committee. It is hopeful that 
some aspects of the proposal will 
go into effect by next September. 
New to Ithaca College this year, 
Kaplan received his BA from the 
University of Pennsylvania and 
his MA from the University of 
Toronto. He - is .working on his 
PhD at the University of Toronto. 
Previously, Kaplan has taught 
at the University of Toronto and 
the University of Westem On-
tario. 
GOLDMAN 
Continued from page 1 
letter." The Council takes· note 
of the fact, however, .that this 
"form letter" is the only substi-
tute available at Ithaca College 
for a contract and is therefore 
considered with some seriousness 
by many faculty members as, at 
least, an indication of a faculty 
member's status. The Council al-
so takes note of the fact that, in 
lieu of more formal and standard-
ized evaluative procedures, it is 
not unwarranted for a first year I 
teacher to assume that the Presi- · 
dent's letter reflects some satis-
faction with his performance on 
the part of his colleagues." 
IMPORTANT 
PRICE POLICY 
See Pg. S 
... ~~\.~\~ ' 
' -\\~\\\1\~, : 
I 
--- -- --------· 
CLOVERCWB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
THE YARN SHOP 
SAYS 
There's still plenty of time to 
knit or crochet that vest I 
HAPPY HOLIDA VS 
204 N. Tioga St. 
- - -
-· - -
It is hoped that forming more 
literature courses might relieve 
pressures of overcrowded class-
rooms. Kaplan feels his plan will 
offer variety and also allow time 
to present each work meaning-
fully. 
Proud to serve you with line loads and beverages 
Both Triplum and non-Triplum 
English majors would still have 
to take TLl through TL6. The 
n~n-Triplum majors, however, 
with the solid Triplum back-
ground would branch out more 
extensively into literature. 
The tutorials, according to Pro-
fesso~ Kaplan's proposal, will be 
restricted to only those who have .-
Prime Ribs of Beef Steaks & Chops 
Italian Food Seafoods 
Serving Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
205 Elmira Rd. On S. Albany St. 
273 - 0777 Extension 
--
- - -
- -1•••••••------~--~m--------1 -----------------------, I I 
I I i What makes a beer i ! a people-pleaser?· I 
I I 
: ~enesee Beer pleases· a lot of the people all ·of the : 
: time. In fact, even on an average day, more than I 
: 2,000,000 glasses of great-tasting Genesee are : 
I poured and enjoyed. That's a lot of beer. But · I 
; Genesee's got a lot to enjoy for people who enjoy : 
1 beer a lot ... smoother body, more real beer 1 
: flavor and a great taste that stays the ~- : 
: same glass after glass ••• 2,000,000 times a ms-..::i ; 
I da DD~ I 
I ~ I 
I I 
: If you're one of the beer people, try the · : 
: people-pleaser ••• Genesee Beer. ~--- : 
I I 
I I 
I We'll do anything to bring you better beer I I , .... D 21.u. : & ••• .; _____________________________________________ : 
• 
·-
oed Is Best THE LOTIERY 
Continued from Page 11 
CINCINNATI, Ohio (CPS) -An by the elbows, whispering con-
~ollment survey shows enroll- gratulations in the ear. 
cnts down at 61 single-sex inSti- At the conclusion, Hershey 
lions this year out of a total of joked with reporters, 'tcllirig them 
1. . he had done quite a few "non-
Nineteen 'inen's colleges·had in- educational" things in college, 
·cases, 23 had decreases, and l3 like drinking and making time 
ayed about the same. At wo- with the girls. He said of the lot-
en·s colleges, enrollments were tery, "People at the front will 
at 33, down at 38, and un- be sad: people at the end will be 
happy." He winked at reporters. 
the Uni- When he walked outside, es-
rsity of Cincinnati, estimated corted by two policemen, into 
ta! degree credit enrollment for freezing temperatures and saw 
c year at 7,125,000, an increase 20 to 30 persons yelling "kill" at 
3.3 per cent over last him, you could tell he was a lit-
EUB FILM SERIES 
SATURDAY, DEC. 13 
8102- 8:00 
$1.00 
tle taken aback. But he must 
have been storing up all that he 
saw for use in a future quaint 
tale for newsmen. 
While he stared directly at his 
provocateurs, some spit on his 
car and some called him a mur-
derer. Most gave him the finger. 
-
PATRONIZE YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
I Donohue - Halverson 
I I Inc. 
I PLUMBING AND HEATING 
I • 
I 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 - 3393 
Don'i wait to do your 
Christmas shopping 
'til you get home. 
Think of the crowds ••• 
the pushing, the noise, 
the crush ••• 
Buy those gifts for 
the men on your list here, 
at Browning, King &_ Co. :::£&. 
Not that there isn't a 
crowd • • • or a little pushing,i 
· and some noise, even an 
occasional crush ••• 
But at least you're 
among friends. 
,, ••• ,,, .,,.ppl•• ., n,,., ••. 
Use our no lnlere•I di.,.• ocnu•I•. 
.... '"'!"'1.,,1 .. ,, ... ,,. ••• _ -.);'-;_,.,,.,~- •• -- . .. _,, -· .. 
' . ~ ....... '•... .. ' 
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YWCA Says 
Yes To Pot 
EAST LANSING, Mich. (CPS)-
The Young Adult Conference of 
the YWCA (Young Women's 
Christian Association) has en-
dorsed legalization of marijuana 
and has called for using YWCA 
facilities for the dispensation of 
birth control aids to married and 
single women alike. 
Indian· Occupation Congress 
Of Alcatraz Island In.!!.~.~~!~ 
The YWCA members, all under 
35 years of age, also endorsed in 
heated sessions: the repeal of all 
abortion laws, conjugal rights for 
prisoners of all sexes, the Black 
Manifesto, and the Vietnam Mora-
torium. 
Prexy Makes 
A Naughty. 
WINDSOR, Ontario (CPS-CUP) 
- As president of St. Clair Col-
lege, Dr. R. C. Quittenton report-
ed a month ago he was upset 
when the student newspaper The 
Saint began promoting what he 
called "morbid sentiments" -
such as front-page posters on the 
Vietnam war - and was no 
longer "jolly." 
Then, in its November 10 issue, 
The Saint reprinted a poem by im-
prisoned Brack Panther chairman 
Bobby Scale that used the four 
letter word for sexual intercourse. 
Well. That was just too much. 
At a meeting Thursday (Novem-
ber 13), Quittenton told the two 
editors, Greg Parent and Ted 
Welch, "either you clean up this 
fucking paper, or I will." 
The editors reported he used 
the four-letter wor.d meaning sex-
ual intercourse several times in 
his monologue with them. 
The editors were fired. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars 
N.Y.S. lnspedlon 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-Up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
Shakes Big Chiefs Student Congress is a very im-portant instrument in student Government at Ithaca College. 
Many new ideas that have be-
come actualities ha\'l' first been 
set forth in Student Congress 
meetings. But the achic\'ements of 
Student Congress speak for them-
selves 
ALCATRAZ ISLAND, Cal. reasons Indians can feel right at 
(CPS) - It was a joke two weeks 
ago but now the scene isn't quite 
so funny. The 50 Indians, mostly 
students, who "occup_ied" Alca-
traz Island and claimed it under 
law of prior discovery have rat-
tled officials all the way from San 
Francisco to Washington. 
The island has been the center 
of continuing controversy ever 
since it was abandoned as a fed-
eral prison in 1963. Each year the 
maintenance costs of the island 
increase, and the city of San 
Francisco became desperate this 
year to get rid of the 12-acre 
oddity. 
Plans were being finalized by 
the county board of supervisors lo 
seJl the island, lock, stock, and 
gallows to billionaire H. L. Hunt 
who had plans to develop it into 
another "Disneyland." 
But conservation groups de-
luged the board with more than 
100,000 signatures of irate citi-
zens who didn't want to see the 
natural bird sanctuary replaced 
by roller coasters. The board re-
tracted its offer to Hunt and was 
in the process of considering new 
alternatives when the Indians oc-
cupied the land. 
After one day they left the is-
land, escorted by federal officials 
on coast guard boats, but re-
turned several days later. They 
claim the property under an old 
treaty that gives Indians the right 
to lands unused by the federal 
government. A similar attempt 
several years ago, however, failed 
to withstand judicial scrutiny in 
federal courts here. 
Richard Oakes, a Mohawk 
spokesman and student at UCLA, 
said the island is a "rocky, iso-
lated, rundown, non-productive 
small island and . . . for these 
home on it." 
But Oakes and his compatriots 
from 30 different tribes are dead 
serious, and Interior Secretary 
Walter Hickel flushed red cheeks 
to newsmen this weekend by 
ordering the federal government 
not to evict the occupiers. A coast 
guard embargo of the island con-
tinues, however, allowing only 
necessary supplies onto the is-
land. The island has no fresh 
water. 
In downtown San Francisco an 
official office has been opened 
where supplies are donated for 
the 50 island inhabitants. Physi-
cians have donated their services 
as have numerous fishing traw-
lers and others. Volunteers at the 
office headquarters have sent off 
thousands of telegrams and peti-
tions to Congressmen and other 
government officials. 
Hickel has even agreed to meet 
the Indians on the condition they 
rescind their demand he sign the 
island over to them "within two 
weeks." At the same time, though, 
Hickel says the island is presently 
under the auspices of the General 
Services Administration (GSA) 
and he thus has no real authority 
to deal with the matter. 
The GSA had announced it 
would evict the occupiers, but 
was apparently detained by 
Hickel's memorandum after the 
Secretary received numerous 
phone calls and telegrams and 
pressure from some Congressmen. 
Many conservation groups arc 
supporting the Indian's action as 
the only viable alternative for 
keeping the land in its semi-
virgin state. 
The Indians have already be-
gun basic construction out of the 
old prison. Oakes said the Indians 
have become so familiar with the 
island in the San Francisco Bay 
that they .could escape the scru-
tiny of any federal officials by 
hiding in the many secret corri-
dors and dungeons of the old 
prison. 
The most important current 
issue before Congress is the 
Board on Racism. The Board is in 
the process of being researched 
by Congress with the forsecablc 
goal of devising a workable plan 
to institute it most effectively. 
Perhaps the most time consum-
ing project of Student Congress 
this semester has been the re-
vision of the Judicial Code. The 
New Judicrol Code was the prod-
uct of a careful study of students· 
problems. 
This semester Congress ap-
proved the proposal to end cur-
fews for freshmen women. Al-
though this move was thwarted 
in higher circles, the proposal · 
may still, and perhaps in the near 
future, be put into effect. 
The Revision of the Curriculum, 
first set forth in Congress and 
recommended lo the administra-
tion and faculty, is now being 
propelled into action by student 
and faculty circle~. 
Other accomplishments of Stu-
dent Congress this semester are 
the Public Ser\'ice Curriculum. 
the first student on the Dcan·s Ad-
visory Committee, and the forma-
tion of House Council. initiated 
this fall. 
Much work has been done by 
Student Congress through com-
mittees. The Library Committee 
of Student Congress is primarily 
concerned with the necessity of 
meeting the needs of students in 
assessing the limitations of the 
Ithaca College Library. 
There was a Student Congress 
attempt to have a student repre-
sentative on the Board of Trus-
tees. Although the attempt has 
not materialized, Congress is still 
working on it. 
The achievements of Student 
Congress exist and they are the 
result of a semester's hard work. 
so YOU 1 RE TAKING OFF 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
VACATION ... 
PlRHAPtJ IV£ CAN H!L/1! 
SPECIAL THRU SERVICE by GREYHOUND 
NEW Y.ORK CITY - PORT AUTHORITY 
leaving Ithaca: 
Tuesday, December 16 
Wednesday, December 17 
Thursday,. December 18 
Friday, December 19 
8:50 A.M. - 12:35 P.M. - 3:05 P.M. 
6:05 P.M. - 12:25 A.M. 
For schedules to Syracuse, Schenectady, Albany, Boston, Scranton, Phila-
delphia, Rochester-Buffolo - Call your agent. 
$11.30-0NE WAY 
$15.95- ROUND TRIP* 
*Special ro_und-trip fare to NY are in effect on departures NYC on or 
prior to Jan. 12, 1970 . 
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Political Currents Are 
Taking Toll On Peace Corps 
of which approximately 90 per ing the notion that the organiza-
cent were from the ranks of tion is independent from the aims 
recent college graduates, de- -and purposes of U.S. foreign 
creased from a peak of 45,000 in policy. 
1964 to 31,000 in 1968. Today, When in 1965 a volunteer sub-
after some 30,000 volunteers have mitted an article critical of U.S. 
participated and returned to the involvement in Vietnam to the 
U.S., the number of volunteers corps' official publication, the 
during 1969 stands at 11,000. At Volunteer, Shriver ruled ,it could 
this time in 1967 there were not be printed because that would 
15,000 ,·olunteers. constitute "exploitation" of the 
- Most observers credit the de- author's official connection with 
clinc generally to the social tur- the U.S. government. 
w ASHINGTON (CPS) - Viet-\ ened political consciousness 
nam. Chicago, and People's Park I among the young, they have 
arc taking their toll on the Peace thrust the Peace Corps, which 
Corps. professes to remain apolitical in 
In so for as they arc issues a political world, into a crisis of 
representing alienation from so- identity. 
ciety, mistrust of go1·crnmcnt gov- Faced with a steadily decrcas-
crnmental authority, ;md height- ing number of applicants and re-
quests from foreign nations for 
volunteers, new director Joseph 
Blatchford, with President Nix-
on's blessings, has taken steps 
toward "technologizing" the 
corps by removing some of the 
manpower burden from poten-
tially volatile liberal arts grad-
uates or "generalists," and plac-
ing it on skilled - and older -
• • specialists. 
moil engulfing the country and When then vice president 
particularly to young people's Hubert Humphrey visited Liberia, 
disaffection with the federal gov- a group of volunteers decided to 
crnmcnt, its militarism abroad confront him with their anti-war 
and oppression of poor and views. Learning of the plan, the 
minority groups at home. top Peace Corps official in Liberia 
Schaefer beer brings you the most reliable, un-
biased ski reports in the East- "Ski Reports by 
Roxy," with Roxy Rothafel, "the voice of skiing." 
Save this schedule of times and stations, and let 
Roxy keep you up-to-date on all the latest ski 
conditions-whether you're at home or on the 
way to the slopes. 
r••••••••••••••-a 
I ''SKI REPORTS I 
: __ BY ROXY'' I 
I RADIO SCHEDULE I 
I CITY, STATE STATION DAYS . TIMES I 
I ------- --- - -- I Ph,ladelph,a WPEN Wednesday 6:45PM Pa. 950 kc Thurs., Fr,. 7:20AM, 6:45PM, 9:45PM 
I Saturday 7:20AM, 6:45PM I Sunday 7:20AM I ~\~ York f~t~c -M;n~hru Sat. 7:45_A_M_, 6-:-4-5P_M_.-9-:4_5_P_M_ I 
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I 8:15PM, 10:15PM Saturday 8:15AM, 10:15AM, I 12:15PM, 2:15PM I Boston wez·--~~Tues. 6:50AM, 7:30PM I 
I Mass. 1030 kc Wednesday 12:30PM, 7:30PM I Thursday 12:30PM, 6:30PM, 7:30PM Friday 6:50AM, 7:30PM, 9:30PM I Saturday 6:50AM, 7:25AM, 8:25AM I 
12:30PM, 7:30PM 
Whereas in the first eight years 
of the corps' existence, an 
average of 85-90 per cent of the 
volunteers have been generalists, 
the new goal is to reduce that 
number to 70 per cent in 1970 
and pro\'ide the generalists with 
more extensive technological 
training. The other 30 per cent 
arc to consist primarily of tech-
nicians such as statisticians and 
computer experts recruited from 
industries which hopefully will 
grant them special leaves to serve 
. as volunteers. 
When Congress appro,·cd estab-
lishment of the Peace Corps in 
1961 as a part of President Ken-
nedy's New Frontier program and 
declared the corps' purpose to 
"promote world peace and friend-
ship,·· its director, R. Sargent 
Shriver, predicted the first year's 
involvement of 578 volunteers 
would spiral to 17,500 by mid-
1968. 
His prediction was not realized. 
The total number of applications, 
said the volunteers would be dis-
Many idealistic youths who missed if they went ahead with it. 
otherwise might have channeled In 1967, when volunteers in 
their activist energies into the Santiago, Chile circulated a pcti-
Pcace Corps have not because tion asking for "peace now" in 
they are unable to reconcile the Vietnam, they were warned by 
contradictory hypocrisy of the the national office to retract it 
U.S. government maintaining half or dissassociatc themselves as 
a million people in one country, volunteers from it. One volunteer, 
Vietnam, to wage war, while at Bruce Murray, protested the dcci-
thc same time maintaining about sion in a letter to Jack Vaughn, 
one fiftieth that number in 50-60 then director, and the letter was 
countries for the professed cause publicized in the Chile press. 
of peace. Murray was subsequently dis-
"The great wave of middle class missed by Vaughn on the grounds 
idealism on the part of young that _ publication of the letter 
Americans which has sustained represented a violation of corps' 
the Peace Corps since 1962 is regulations, since he had involved 
eb_bing, for the American ~tudent himself in a "local political issue." 
m1d~lc clas.~ .... has lost its self- Eventually, Vaughn changed the 
confidence, . opmc_d one volun-, regulations to permit a volunteer 
tee~, who cited Vietnam as the I to identify himself as such in a 
mam reason. 1 letter to the news media, but the 
There_ h.avc been three well- bad publicity from this and the 
known incidents related to Viet- other incidents lingered in stu-
nam dissent in the Peace Corps dents' minds. 
and, all three have underscored A Louis Harris Poll taken in the corps' basic allegiance to the 
administration in power, disprov- !ate 1968 rc,•calcd that 20 per 
cent of college seniors were fear-
ful of losing their right to free 
speech in joining the corps. 
Away from home? 
Catch the Christmas Special 
at 
Another sore point has been 
Peace Corps' recruitment of peo-
ple from minority groups. Many 
suspect - and they are correct 
The Station 
(For that 
272-2609 
home away 
_ feeling) 
from home 
West Buffalo 
420 EDDY STREET 
- that the corps has largely been 
the domain of .better-off white 
'youths who gain entrance by vir-
' tuc of having gone to college. 
Since Blacks, Mexican-Americans 
and Indians arc unable to afford 
college, there is built-in class and 
race discrimination in the corps. 
Blatchford admitted in a recent 
press conference that the corps 
is "almost lily-white." Partially 
as a result, interest in the organ-
ization is low among Blacks. A 
Harris poll taken in 1968 showed 
that only nine per cent of grad-
uating Blacks were seriously con-
sidering joining. Thirty-nine per 
cent voiced the opinion that the 
corps exists to improve America's 
image overseas rather than help 
developing countries. 
Highly critical of the Peace 
Oldest & Most 
Reliable 
FOR 
Hockey & Figure 
Skaters and 
All Other Sports 
SATISFIED SKIERS 
TURN TO 
Corps are members of the Com-
mittee of Returned Volunteers 
(CRV), which recently picketed 
the White House while Peace 
Corps country directors were 
breakfasting with President Nixon 
inside. They carried signs advo-
cating abolition of the Peace. 
Corps and chanted, "Ho, Ho, Ho 
Chi Minh - we're going to do 
the Peace Corps in." 
As Blatchford met in Maryland 
with top officials to chart new 
directions for the corps, CRV 
held an assembly in Minneapolis. 
The 1200-mcmber organization is-
sued a position paper stating it is 
"convinced that real development 
is often impossible without a 
revolution that carries out an 
equitable redistribution of econo-
mic and political power, including 
nationalization of all resources; 
one which makes education, em-
ployment, housing and medical 
care available to all the people. 
"The United States opposes 
any such revolution and the 
Peace Corps is an integral part 
of U.S. policy. There may well 
be many superficial changes in 
the Peace Corps structure from 
time to time, but regardless of 
these changes, it will continue to 
function as a1.1 instrument of U.S. 
domination. 
"Therefore we oppose the 
presence of the Peace Corps 
volunteers in the Third World. 
We call for abolition of the Unit-
ed States Peace Corps. We call 
upon present \'oluntccrs to sub-
,·crt the Peace Corps and all other 
institutions of U.S. imperialism." 
The Peace Corps experience in 
Tanzania, a country in Africa, is 
illustrative of the organization's 
troubles abroad, and perhaps pro-
,·idcs a clue as to the reasons be-
hind Blatchford's reforms. 
According to Ron Hert, a volun-
teer in Tanzania for two years, 
Tanzanian president julius Nye-
rere welcomed \'Oluntccrs in 1962, 
but has now ordered them out, 
because of (1) the U.S. foreign 
policy which attempts to force its 
will on the yellow people in 
Southeast Asia, (2) the U.S. do-
mestic policy which makes Blacks 
struggle for their rights, (3) the 
lack of a,·ailablc technological as-
sistance, and (4) the failure of 
volunteers to mingle with the 
people. 
All these were exacerbated by 
the country's nationalism and de-
sire for Black rule in Africa. (It 
is ruled by Blacks at a time when 
apartheid still exists in much of 
Southern Africa.) As a result, the 
number of volunteers dwindled 
from 366 in 1966 to 143 in 1967 
and a handful in 1969, due to the 
government's unwillingness to 
have them. 
Blatchford's reforms evidence 
concern for one of· the areas of 
conflict in Tanzania, that of tech· 
nological assistance, but none for 
the other three, The Peace Corps 
has announced it will make a 
concerted effort next year to re-
cruit minority group peoples, and 
it has liberalized its hiring prac-
tices so that one in ten employees 
on the national staff arc Black. 
But what is really crippling the 
Peace Corps - on the campuses 
and in the world - is its associa-
tion with the U.S. government. 
And ~hat's an incurable malady. 
No government support, no Peace 
Corps. 
',. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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piro: "Go For God,' 
SATURDAY AT 3:30 P.M. THE WINNER OF Nelson, a Seamans--Do you have one chief? 
magazine, Agnew-It so happens I do. Our 
as.not allowed to attend sessions space program has succeeded so 
f the space task force, headed' far because we had a defined 
v· President Spiro T. Agnew goal and worked toward it-to put 
Y ice h d 'th ' a man on the moon in this decade. 
h'ch is c arge w1 recom-1 • Now, gentlemen. what I propose 
ending to President Nixon new is a national priority to search 
irections for America's post• the heavens and, before the year 
polio space program. Nelson has, 2000, to find God where He lives. 
owever, obtained an unauthor- We can cell the program-"Go for 
God." ied transcript of the task force's 
ugust meeting, attended by Vice 
resident Spiro T. Agnew, NASA 
irector Thomas O. Paine, Air 
orce Secretary Robert C. Sea-
ans, Jr., Presidential Science 
dvisor Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, and 
dministration Public Relations 
hief Herbert G. Klein. 
aine--Gentlemen, the space pro-
ram is in deep trouble, even 
flcr Apollo 11. Our astronauts 
arely landed in the Pacific when 
fficials of our own Administra-
· on, Secretaries Finch and Rom-
cv to be precise, announced that 
.; should worry more .about af-
iirs here on earth and not so 
iuch about space. I put it to you 
cntlemcn: How can we do a bet-
·r job convincing Americans that 
e space program serves their 
tcrcsts? 
gnew-1 was thinking about 
hings like that while I sat at last 
unday's prayer service in the 
Vhitc House. The space program 
ust be sold so it appeals to the 
orgotten American's highest in-
tincts. You know I took a lot of 
ak when I suggested after Apol-
11 that we commit ourselves to 
manned landing on Mars. But 
at set me to thinking. No one 
·oject after man on the moon is 
ing to seem worth the vast 
1ount of money it will cost-
·hcther it's men on Mars, women 
n Venus, or dogs on Pluto. Each 
f our space ventures must be 
Du Bridge-God? 
Agnew-Yes, God. The beauty of 
this idea is that it will not only 
give added drama to each space 
probe but will also justify each 
and every one of them. After all, 
who ·knows where we will find 
God? 
DuBridge-But Mr. Vice Presi-
dent, many theologians believe 
God docs not have physical form 
-that He is spirit without body. 
What I mean is that even if there 
is a God, we may not be able to 
find Him, no matter how hard we 
try. 
Agnew-That's the beauty of my 
plan. If we don't find Him right 
off, we just have more reasons to 
keep looking. And don't you sec-
this is one national goal that 
those Soviet atheists won't even 
try to match? 
DuBridge-But Mr. Vice Presi-
dent, there are people in this 
country, including some scientists 
and engineers in the space pro-
gram, who arc agnostics at best. 
How can they be mobilized in this 
search for God? 
Agnew-What docs it say here on 
this quarter, Doctor? In God We 
Trust. These scientists will get 
on board when we start showing 
the color- of our money. They al-
ways have. And we'll have no 
trouble getting our appropriations 
through Congress. 
of all this after we search for 
years and can't come up with 
God? 
Agnew-Oh, ye of little faith. 
That's the kind of skepticism we 
heard when we said we would put 
a man on the moon. But even if 
we don't find God right off, the 
program will have some spiritual 
spin-off-who knows what we'll 
come up with? 
Klein-Say, I know you boys 
aren't disagreeing with the Vice 
President, but I do believe your 
questions arc more critical than 
this idea deserves. I think this has 
PR potential; we can really sell 
this program. President Nixon, 
Norman Vincent Peale, and Billy 
Graham will fall all over each 
other to back this proposal, and 
they'll bring every God-fearing 
American along with them. And 
the possibilities! Our astronauts 
rattling hea\'enward in their 
mini-cathedral, a three-man team 
-Calhloic, Protestant, and Jewish 
-each prepared to greet God in 
his own way. Perhaps a presenta-
tion of an Amriccan flag and an 
autographed picture of Dick and 
Pat. And the slogans-"Upward, 
Onward, Godward." 
Paine--1 suppose you'll want me 
to change the name of our Mary-
land installation to the "Godward 
Space Flight Center." 
Agnew-Let's get back to earth. I 
haven't heard any outright objec-
tions to my proposal. With your 
approval, I'll have this written 
up and sent to the President. 
Klein-He must be smiling down 
on us right now. Think of the 
coverage when we find Him. I can 
hear the President: "I am talking 
to You by telephone from the 
O\'al Rooom at the Whtie House." 
(Reprinted from The Washing-
THE 11PAINT YOURSELF AN LWE11 CON-
TEST WILL BE CHOSEN AT LAFAYETTE-
BOXCAR BY A PANEL OF FINE-ARTS EX-
PERTS. 
If you have recently bought and decorated any kind of 
unfinished speakers, bring one out for judging Saturday af-
ternoon. If you dont' own speakers, come out anyway -
for cider and doughnuts and sounds via LWE. There will be 
those that think listening to electronic suspension LWE's is 
a prize in itself. 
COME TO THE CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
AT LAFAYETTE 
WHERE ELSE? 
stified by its contribution to a 
rander over-arching goal. Paine-But won't people get tired tonian.) 
Planning Something Sporting 
During The Holidays 
Ski the Alps? Vermont? Colorado? 
Sun in Acapulco, Maiorca? Miami? 
GIVE US A CALL, WErLL BE HAPPY TO HELP 
YOU MAKE ALL ARRANGEMENTS 
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL 
f INGER LAKES AUTO CLUB 
328 NO. MEADOW STREET1 
ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 
273-1777 
,i 
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/ C Students To Help With 
Christmas Seal Campaign 
For the first time ever, Ithaca 
College students arc being asked 
to participate in the_ Annu~l 
Christmas Seal Campaign. T~is 
campaign provides the TB-Respir-
atory Disease Association of Cen-
tral New York with its only 
source of income to fight TB, 
emphysema and air pollution in 
the four-county Central !llew York 
area. 
Major programs Christmas 
Seal dollars provide in the Cen-
tral New York area arc the Asso-
ciation's tuberculin testing of 
children, action for clean air 
committee and extensive educa-
tional prt>(Trams for students, 
nurses, doctors, t?achcrs and the 
general public, as well as a health 
careers conference for interested 
students. 
"It is our hope that Ithaca 
College students will support our 
1969 Christmas Seal Campaign," 
said H. Thomas Lindy, executive 
director. "Nearly 30,000 appeal 
letters have been delivered in six 
major colleges and universities 
during the first week of Dccem• 
ber including Ithaca College, Sy-
rac~se University, State Univer-
sity of New York College at 
Oswego, Le Moync College, Syra-
cuse, State University of New 
York College at Cortland and 
Cornell University, Ithaca." 
He added that practically every 
home and industry in Central 
New York has received their 
Christmas Seals and that this 
year's goal is $170,000. Any stu-
dent not receiving Seals may 
write to the TB-RD Association, 
P.O. Box 4, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201. 
The campaign officially ends De-
cember 31, 1969. 
LUTTON'S OFFICE SUPPLY 
Lava Lights 
Billfolds 
Barometers 
Games 
Ashtrays 
A FEW 
GIFT SUGGESTIONS 
High Intensity Lamps 
Stationery 
Pen and Pencil Sets 
Engineering and Art Supplies 
Color' by Number Sets 
Portable Bars 
Portable Typewriters 
Adding Machines 
THOUSANDS OF OTHER GIFTS 
.. ~,--- . ··~ 
U.S. M~y Hold Festival 
Featuring Ario, L~ndsay, 
Pat Moynihan and Lennon 
TRACKS 
by Rick Margolius 
There's so much great music in this day and age .. The last. 
four years have been witness to an endu~ing m';lsical rev~lution 
in the country-. They have been years of mcreasmg maturity for 
the Beatles and Bob Dylan. They have witnessed the talents 
of Cream, Traffic, Love, the Airplane, Country Joe and the 
Fish, the Byrds, Jimi Hendrix, and even Larry Happen. 
SOMEWHERE IN ARIZONA Carbide, a firm which does much 
(CPS) - Talk of a gigantic free 
pop music festival supposedly 
scheduled for next summer in 
Arizona Indian land and spon-
sored by the U.S. government and 
industry is still just talk. 
Although the festival has been 
written up in Billboard Magazine 
and several college papers, San 
Francisco Chronicle Columnist 
Ralph Gleason, who investigated 
the story, reports it is "simply 
an attractive idea of a New York 
press agent." 
The agent has talked to a lot 
of people about it, and reaction 
has been favorable, but no com-
mitments have yet been made, 
Gleason says. 
Billboard called the festival 
the "1970 United States Peace 
Festival," and reported the gov-
ernment expects from one to 
three million people to attend. 
Presidential assistants Bud 
Wilkinson and Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan have been contacted 
about staging the event. Major 
corporations also thinking of 
helping to pay for such a festival 
are, according to Billboard, 
American Telephone and Tele-
graph, General Motors, Anaconda, 
Coca-Cola, Mobil Oil, Borden, 
U. S. Steel, and Union Carbide. 
Anaconda, an international 
copper firm owned, in large part, 
by the Rockefeller family; Mo-
bile Oil, part of the world Stand-
ard Oil Corporation, and Union 
work in Latin America, have been 
the targets of large student dem-
onstrations against American in-
dustrial imperialism in such 
countries as Brazil, Chile, and 
The best album has been Love's Forever Cliange. I like it so 
much. I respect the group. So knowing, so aware, and able to 
say the precious, priceless things. Songs of youth and talcs of 
aging. The album reached me. Such good stuff. Why ca_n't there 
be more of it? 
Venezuela. Jimi Hendrix' Electric Laclyla11d. A master of production, a 
Billboard states the theme and master of different sounds. The inspiration to young eighteen 
year old Harvey l\landcl. Hendrix gets so much out of the 
meaning of the feSlival would be studio. What a performance he must have put on. Searching 
to bring youth and the federal for :,cw techniques, exploring with mind and body to bring out 
government together. "The em- a distinctive sound. Jimi's guitar came alive. The sex machine. 
blem for the festival has a red Led Zeppelin's first hit me like a thunderbolt. Like a flood, 
rising sun pushing back a wall rhwush. The listener never had a chance. Finding little teeny 
of darkness, pictured in blue, technical faults in the album is like being critical of the Eiffel 
symbolizing the freedom and tower for not being tall enough. Just close your eyes. You are 
openness of the future, pushing Robert Plant. Singing your insides out. Jimmy Page, Jimmy 
back disease, ignorance, greed Page, Jimmy Page. 
and misunderstanding." Cream, die first super-group. Baker's long drum solo was 
"The festival's board of ad-, 'it' one recent summer. It was even better when you had a 
visors include," Billboard report- drummer in Lake George explaining to you just what Mister 
ed "Tommy James (Tommy Ginger was really doing. The genius of Eric Clapton. Standing 
Ja:Oes and the Shondells), Ario like a willow in the wind, playing the guitar as only he could. 
Guthrie, John Lennon, Peter Fon- Getting high and listening to the best of the San Francisco 
da, New York Mayor John Lind- groups, Country Joe and the Fish. Barry l\Jelton and David 
say and Patrick West, director of Cohen playing guitar on the second album. This album tran-
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting scendcd the void. Arc there any CJ Fish freaks left these days? 
System, Inc." . Last year there was 714 plus Abraxas playing Friday after-
Although the festival would be noon to ,·arious freaks. Larry, Barry, George, Timmy, and Bob 
free, it has already earned the formed a group of at least some importance. A year is such a 
animosity of the anderground and long time. When the cops came to put a ticket on the Rock's 
hip music press. Several college car, even·onc- thought this was it. Hopped out of bed, acid in 
papers, prior to the government's the toilet, grass out the window. 
plan, had charged big promoters I will go on record as predicting the ultimate success of at 
of festivals with being "rock im- least one member of Boff alongo. Their first album is a reality. 
perialists." And it's good. The second will be better. 
The government's intent al- Good luck to Micf10ucan and its recent incorporation. But 
ready has been called a method then luck is so irrelevant. 
of "bringing youth around," and A short column. I'm sorry. Too much other work these 
not together with the govern- davs. Imagine putting a cigarette out on your chest to prove 
ment. your manhood. \\'hew! The level of consciousness. "The straight 
If the government does decide people arc worried ahout some great dope conspiracy; there isn't 
to go ahead with the idea, it will any; just us people, and we arc winning their kids away from 
find moves afoot to boycott the them, and there i.~ nothing they can do about it; we have got a 
festival - a boycott which would better trip." 
encourage youth to stay away and J. D. Kuch wrote th11t. 
rock groups not to perform. A good place to end. 
THE CORRECT SKI FOR YOU 
FALLVIEW SKI SHOP•::~::s 
# 5&~ E.f:ALLS STRUT 
... 
. S. Students Swell 
anks of Radicals 
(CPS) - During the past few only serious disorders such as 
onths, student radicals on many "strikes, sit-ins, boycotts, protest 
o!lege campuses have sounded a demonstrations, and riots," but 
·arning in virtually the same the extent of student unrest in 
·ords: "If you think we're bad, the high schools is greater than 
·ait until some of these high that. 
!Jool kid~ get into college." A random survey of 1,026 
The unrest that hit so many senior and junior high school' 
ollege campuses last year ~so principals conducted by the Na-
it the high schools - and with ~:::~I A;~~;it!:rs o~o!~~on~~1?t 
Jmost equal force. some form of protest had oc-
So far during the present aca- curred at 59 per cent of the 
emic year, activism in the high schools last year. 
·hools has been even more wide- Unrest is most extensive in 
read than in the colleges. large urban and suburban schools, 
mong the incidents: but even among small rural 
• At Bladensburg High School schools half the principals re-
the :Maryland suburbs of Wash- ported some form of unrest. 
gton, D.C., more than 60 s~u- "One of -the surprises of the 
nts were arrested after a series survey,'' say J. Lloyd Trump and 
demonstrations over demands Jane Hunt, ·the researchers, "was 
. Black students. The students the fact that protest is almost as 
iarged that Principal David L. likely to occur in junior high 
can had refused to discuss their schools as in senior high schools .. , 
mands, but the school later de- Fifty-six per cent of the junior 
ded to establish a Black studies high schools reported protests. 
urse and to allow establishment 
r a Black cultural organization. The extent of this unrest has 
caused some concern among fed-
• Balboa High School in San eral officials. This fall James E. 
rancisco suffered two days of Allen, Jr., U.S. commissioner of 
iolent battles between white and education, sent special messages 
Jack students. There were no to high school principals and 
pecific demands involved and state school superintendents 
rincipal Harold Zimmerman put warning them of the likelihood of 
e blame on "pure hatred" be- increasing high school unrest. 
1·cen the races. Since high· schools enroll two 
' Students ran through hall- and a half times as many students 
·ays and br?ke ~ome _classroom as the colleges, "these younger 
·indows at Riverside High School secondary school students poten-
Milwaukee in a protest over. tially are more volatile than their 
hool regulations. college counterparts," say Greg-
Several high schools and ory R. Anrig, a U.S. Office of 
nior high schools in Detroit Education official who headed a 
ere closed after ·racial dis- study of high school unrest. In 
rbances. addition, he says, "high school 
,. At Central High School in disorders are usually more pre-
ittle Rock, Ar.-where National cipitous, spontaneous, and riot-
uardsmen . were called out to like" than college p~otests. 
nforce integration 13 years ago Student radicals in some cities 
150 Black students staged a have attempted to give more 
·alkout, charging racist policies direction to -high school unrest. 
t the school. All were suspended. High school student unions have 
There have been many other been formed in San Francisco and 
isturbances and many quieter, New York and there have been 
on-violent protests. attempts at coordination in Los 
During the 1968-69 academic Angeles and Philadelphia. 
ear some of the worst disturb- Students for a Democratic Sa-
nces occurcd at schools in Los ciety also has been putting great-
ngeles and the New York City er emphasis on high schools. 
rca. So far, however, most attempts 
All 18 senior and junior high at organization have failed. A 
chools in the predominantly survey of 101 high schools by the 
·egro south central area of Los Justice Department found only 
ngelcs were hit by fires, assaults four with active SDS chapters, 
n teachers, picketing, rock- and witnesses at six days of hear-
rowing, and window-breaking. ings before the House Committee 
n one day, 65 fires were set in on Internal Security said SDS had 
chools in the area. The violence 'failed to gain many converts in 
tarted after the arrest of a Black the high schools. 
ol!cge student at one of the The most common topic of pro-
hools. test in the high schools - re-
In New York and New Jersey, ported by 82 per cent of the prin-
number of schools were closed cipals whose schools had pro-
ccause of violence last year. tests - , is against school regula-
A study of newspaper clippings tions. These include rules on 
v the Center for Research and dress and hair length, rules 
·ducation in American Civil against smoking, censorship of 
iberties at Columbia University student and underground news-
howed that from November, papers, student government, and 
968, through February, 1969, even cheerleader elections. 
here were 239 serious disruption Racial issues are a less com-
ions involving 348 high schools mon topic of protest than school 
n 38 states and the District of regulations, but protests over 
olumbia. racial questions tend to be more 
"In this short period, the num- violent. 
er of clippings we have been re- The survey of principals found 
civing monthly has increased al- only 10 per cent reporting racial 
ost three-fold, indicating a protests, but Mr. Westin found 
harp rise in the rate of con- that racial questions were the 
lict," says Alan F. Westin, direc- most common issue among serious 
or of the center and a professor 
r public law and government at disruptions. 
olumbia. The Justice Department survey, 
Mr. Westin's study involved which included only high schools 
IC Groups 
·Hold Fetes 
For Children 
by Ginny Trlmber 
Yuletide spirit abounded last 
week when IC students gave 
Christmas parties for area child-
ren. Parties were sponsorned by 
Egbert Union, Gamma Delta Pi 
Sorority, and the residents of the 
East Tower. 
The Christmas festivities were 
designed to provide deprived 
children with the joy and fun of 
the season which might otherwise 
be lacking. With this goal in 
mind, student volunteeers gave 
up an afternoon to give and re-
ceive the attention and affection 
of the children. 
The parties were complete with 
refreshments, little gifts, enter-
tainment and, of course, the tra-
ditional carols. A great time was 
had by children and students 
alike. 
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Nixon Slow In 
God Is Keeping Promises 
Overruled Washington - (CPS) - During Rep. Edith Green (D-Orc:) ch_ai_r-
the 1968 campaign, President man of the House Special Sur>-
Nixon said ''When we talk about committee on Education, has an-
C.O. Sans 
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - A cutting th~ expense of govern- nounced her committee will not 
Court of Appeals here this week ment-cithcr federal, state or wait for Nixon's message, but will 
overturned a draft ruling of Bos- local _ the one area we can't open hearings this month on the 
ton judge Charles Wyzanski last short-change is education. Educa- wide range of recommendation~ 
April that had softened Gen. tion is the one area in which that have been made to soll'e 
Lewis B. Hershey's memorandum we must keep doing everything higher education's financial prob-
making qualifications for con- that is necessary to help achieve !ems. 
scientious objector status more 
the American Dream." Bills introduced this session stringent. 1 
1 d ft Today' ni·ne months after as- include the fo lowing: John Sisson, 22-year o d ra 
resister in Boston, won favor of suming office, Nixon has yet to * A comprehensive community 
Wyzanski's court contending that send his education proposals to college bill, which would author-
his draft board denied him a CO Congress or indicate where educa- izc grants to the states for plan-
because he didn't base his pacifist tion stands on his list of priori-
beliefs on religious grounds, and tics, and some legislators and cd-
that this was unconstitutional. ucators are getting impatient. 
The act challenged Hershey's "Nary a word about education" 
ning, construction and operation 
of community colleges. 
''A bill that would reimburse 
early dictum that CO's must base was contained in the administra- working college students for tax 
their belief in religious dogma. · tion's message to Congress last payments. 
Numerous other draft cases month on its legislative priorities, Rep. Green is planning to mtro-
havc since been based on the observed Rep. Ogden Reid (R-
duce an "omnibus" education bill Wyzanski ruling but now a higher N.Y.). Reid urged the President to 
court has overturned the ruling "promptly forward to Congress that would, if it were passed, sl'! 
and the Supreme Court has also a comprehensive program deal- federal education priorities for 
agreed to make judgment on the ing with the educational needs of the next fiv_e years. The bjll 1s ex-
case. of the country." 
In the local case, Private Louis 
A. Negre lost his appeal from a 
lower court. 
pectcd to include a long-term 
student loan bank and an insti-
tutional grants program A Joan 
bank woul lend students money 
Christmas parties are becoming 
a tradition among Ithaca organ-
izations. In keeping with the true 
Christmas spirit, which trancends 
religious and ethnic origins, the 
students of Ithaca College have 
discovered the happiness to be 
found in making the less fortun-
ate's holiday a little brighter. Elite Makes 
Group Plans Noble Gesture 
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - San Pan Am Hit Francisco's social elite has joined 
George Fischer, president of 
the National Education Associ-
ation (NEA), which acts as a 
lobby group for federal aid to 
education, commented before the 
House .General Education Sub-
committee: "The Nixon rhetoric 
on education is the same as his 
promise to end the Vietnam war. 
I don't blame the President for 
either problem - he inherited 
both-but I am startled and cha-
grined by his lack or convincing 
proposals to solve these probl<>ms. 
to pay for college expenses. After 
graduation, they would hal'c 30 or 
40 years to rcpjay the money. 
If Congress made long.term 
loans available to students, the 
pressure on states to provide aid 
to higher education would be 
lessened, but students, who could 
conceivably incur debts of up to 
$20,000 by taking adl'antage of 
the loans, might be wary of tak-
ing them out. 
the conservation bandwagon by 
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - A avowing not to buy certain fur 
group of ad hoc organizations has coats and to encourage their 
begun a campaign to boycott Pan peers around the country to also 
American Airlines. 
Spokesman for the group 
George Shell claimed Pan Am 
abstain. 
"Because of the mortal threat 
to the wildlife," the pledge reads, 
continues to charter a large num- "I will not in the future purchase 
her of flights for the government these products or promote this 
to transport troops to Vietnam use of animals." 
and return dead bodies. Among the top names pledging 
The group presented the an- not to wear or buy beavers, seals, 
nouncemcnt to the Pan Am office lynx, sea otters, cheetah, !co-
in San Francisco and also re- pards, or colobus monkeys were 
quested that the airline give free Mrs. John Stevenson, daughter-
air travel to independent doctors in-law of the late Ambassador. 
wishing to travel to Vietnam "to But the group says it's okay 
alleviate the sour problems of to buy and exploit rabbit, mink, 
war." 
with at least a 10 per cent 
minority enrollment, found that 
75 per cent had experienced un-
rest. 
Some principals believe the 
colleges are partly at fault for 
racial protests in the high schools. 
"Colleges are not training 
teachers for the urban school," 
one principal told Mr. Trump 
and Miss Hunt. 
The content of the education 
students are· receiving is the 
other major issue in high school 
activism. Mr. Trump and Miss 
Hunt said that 45 per cent of the 
principals they surveyed reported 
student unrest over the instruc-
tional program. 
Among the issues which stu-
dents have raised were quality of 
teaching, lack of freedom to 
choose teachers and courses, and 
the content of the curriculum. 
chin-chilla, leather, and zebra, 
and they don't have to dispense 
with the furs they already have. 
Mrs. Aristotle Onassis was re-
quested to join the group, but re-
fused. She reportedly buys about 
eight furs a year. But one of the 
signers, Mrs. William Hamm, was 
quick to her defense: She's not 
socially irresponsible," Mrs. 
Hamm said, "She's just not par-
ticularly aware." 
Your Plumber or 
Hea~ing Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
NOWIII 
11" BUCKLE BOOT 
Styled for today's look. 
A clean-cut boot of top grain 
leather. Accented with monk strap, 
antique brass buckle, and leather 
pull straps. Soft touch-o-foam leg 
lining. Neolite sole, rubber heel. 
Brandy-brown or black. 6½ to 13. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
FONTANA'S BOOTERY 
COLLEGETOWN 
401 Eddy St. 
The administration is report-
edly preparing an education mas-
sage to be forwarded to Congress 
soon, but expectations arc that 
that it will focus on <>lementary 
and secondary education rather 
than higher education. 
The reason for this is said to 1 
be that the White House, wishing 
to win the battle against infla-
tion, is unwilling to expand its 
aid to education in general, and 
post-secondary education - con-
sidered less vital than education 
in grades 1-12-must therefore 
receive less financial emphasis. 
In the absence of any proposals 
from the administration, however, 
ART'S 
TRANSMISSION 
SERVICE 
,,,.uall111 I• l.ut•••tlc Tu"""''•~••• 
-~ 1&1li .-
~- AU TYPfS -
• lllPLo\C(O • P(P,\IA(D 
• 1ueu1LT • RU(AL(O 
• (ASY DRIYl-tH • ADJUS.T[D 
··2173-3642 
206 I TQMPICIMS \'J ...._ __________ __, 
MEET YOUR MATE - - -
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 6:00 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
MJ:Pt" SO ELSE""CE 
TAVERN 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 71L 7 
BLOODY MARY1S 1 /2 BUCK 
~-
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Settlement Reached "The committee will be com-
posed of the Coordinator of Black 
Continued from Page 1 Student Activities, the E.O.P. 
'"I am most happy, however, Counselor, the Dean of Women, 
to ha\"e this opportunity to come and the Director of Housing. 
to grips in a most meaningful 'The adminstration will rccom-
wav with the underlying racial mend to the Board of Trustees 
te~sions that contributed to the that if student discipline cases 
specific incidents that occurred handled by the campus judiciary, 
on the campus on November 9. and after review by the admin-
1 hopl" my statement and that of istration results in stuqcnt(s) be-
the Campus Life Committee of ing suspended or expelled, such 
No\"cmber 12 leaves no doubt in student(s) may elect to submit 
anyonc·s mind where this admin· his suspension of expulsion to 
istration stands with rl'gard to the final and finding impartial arbi-
acceptability of racism here at tration. Both the student and the 
Ithaca College. As I stated, racism administration will be bound by 
·cannot and will not be tolerated the decision of the arbitrator. 
anywhere within the college com- "In the event charges are filed 
munity.' growing out of the incidents oc-
"ln a series of n1l'ctings with curring on November 9, such 
the Afro-Latin Society, we have charges would be handled through 
come to realize quite dearly that the campus judiciary system. 
the\' ha\'c several just grievances, Should a decision be reached re-
and the Society and the adminis- suiting in the suspension or ex-
tration arc pleased to announce pulsion of a student so charged, 
that with the assistance of l\lr. he may elect to submit his sus-
Willoughby Abner, Director of pcnsio~ or expulsion to final and 
the Nat10nal Center of Dispute I binding arbitration. 
Scttkmcnt, the following steps "The administration and the 
ha\'C been de\·clopcd as a forth- Afro-Latin Society agree that a 
right beginning to tackle and Board on Racism should be cs-
sol\"c thl'sc problems. tablishcd as proposed by the Cam-
"ln keeping with our standing pus Life Comittcc. A committee, 
policy on housing. i.e. that upper- whose members will be selected 
class students may pick t~eir own I by th~ Afro-Latin Soci_ety, wi!l be 
roommates and that ccrtam homo- established to work m conJunc-
gcnous groups may Ji\'C together I tion with the_ administ:atio~ ~nd 
if thcv so choose, I am happy the Campus Life Committee m 1m-
to cla;ifv for the benefit of the plcmcnting this program. The 
Afro-L:1tin community that this committee will also work with the 
pri\'ilcgc extends to them as well. groups invoked in designing the 
I am directing the Dean of Stu- new judicial system to provide 
dents Office to establish a Com- a needed source of imput and to 
m;ttce on Housing to work out avoid structural inconsistencies 
the details of the assignment in the judicial process." 
of dormitory space for next fall A news release from the office 
for Black and Latin students who of Charles Brodhead, executive 
choose to li\'C together in a single assistant to the President, states 
dormitorv unit. In the interim. that the text printed above was 
this com.mitteC' will make C\'cry "an agreement worked out by the 
effort to accommodate any room- administration and the Afro-Latin 
mate changes the Afro-Latin stu- Society and accepted by vote of 
dents might clcsirC' for the begin- the Society." The release also 
nin~ of the second semester. states that "both parties express 
C>J) 
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THE PUB 
Continued from Page 7 
purchased new shirts, pretty much 
agree that there arc advantages 
to working at the pub. Vince 
Chicarelli, who has been serving 
for four years, says that they are 
able to observe people getting 
progressively drunk. Bob Garri-
son seems to enjoy the opportun-
ity to meet members of the fairer 
sex, and says that girls who hang 
beavers get free beer. Vince con-
siders himself most congenial, but 
at this point, Bill Petryna inter-
jected and claimed that every-
one is most congenial. Bill, by the 
way, considers himself the most 
efficient and reliable bartender. 
Smitty, who lives with his wife 
in Dryden, can be an enigmatic 
story teller if caught at the right 
time. One of his great uncles was 
the first judge on the New York 
State Court of Appeals, and his 
picturl' hangs in the Cortland 
courthouse. 
He also delights in telling of 
another uncle who was married 
thirteen times and outlh-ed all his 
information is reprinted from the 
December 1 Bulletin: 
"The Center is an independent 
arm of the American Arbitration 
Association, funded mainly by the 
Ford Foundation. The Center has 
provided assistance to ·numerous 
college campuses troubled with 
racial or student-administration 
conflicts, including Purdue, San 
Francisco State and Hampton In-
stitute. Mr. Abner, the Center's 
Director, is a professional medi-
.-
·"': ..... ·-··. - ~ 
..:- · ••• , ,!,',': J :: .\ .- • ·~·.'·.: ' .. .!. .. ., 
wives, who are now buried in a ·•••••••••••-••••••c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••·-•• 
circle around him. Smitty smiles ' 
with a twinkle in his eyes when 
he speaks of the time he met Miss 
Ballantine. This past summer he 
travelled to Las Vagas and says 
he likes the gambling out there. 
But there is a serious side to 
this man as well. He once owned • 
a restaurant called Smitty's Wish-
ing Well, and with the sponsor-
ing of the Kiwanis Club, he 
mounted a school bell on the roof 
of the well. The money received 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CLASS RINGS 
Ray Robinson with Rothschilds 1st Floor 
Badges, Favors, Mugs - Sportswear 
Phone 272-S9S9 
from patrons throwing coins into •••••·•-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••· 
the well was given to under-
privileged children. Too bad there 
aren't more people like that. 
Several improvements ha v c 
been suggested by Smitty and the 
bartenders. Smitty would like to 
install a jukebox in the pub, one 
which could be rolled back in . 
the evenings for security. He 
would also like to install a happy 
hour twice a week which would 
sell beer for 15c and would keep 
students here on campus to a 
greater extent. Also it would help 
business, which has dropped 
noticeably since dorm liquor 
privileges were granted. Bob 
Garrison would like to sec some 
sort of set up where a portion of 
the area could be used for 
dancing. Maggie Dwan is now 
attempting to gather signatures 
for the petition favoring a juke-
box. 
These improvements would 
serve to add to the pleasant at-
mosphere of the Pub made pos-
sible by the people who work 
there. 
GIVE A DIAMOND THIS CHRISTMAS I 
Set how OVAL ll• 
EGANCE Is larger 
and lovelier thin a 
conventional round 
aem of exactly the 
same carat welpt. 
In as much as the Afro-Latin deep appreciation to Willoughby 
group also feels that our random Abner, Director of the Center, for 
roommate assignment policy for the role he played in effecting 
entering frl'shmcn poses addi- the accord." 
ator, arbitrator, and fact finder. :--------------. 
The new OVAL ELEGANCE ls exciting 
fashion m;ws! This new diamond 
form, created by Lazare Kaplan & Sona 
who cut the famous Jonker 
diamond, represents the newest innova-
tion in Diamond Styling. 
tional social adjustment with This last statement refers to 
problem to some ml'mbcrs of the National Center for Dispute 
their group. this committee will I s.cttl~ment, which \\:as the_ ~ut-
also be charged with studyin~ I side m~t_rumcnt us~d m mc~1atmg 
and making recommendations in the cns1s. Abner 1s the director 
this area. of thl' organization. The following 
Letter from Vietnam Continued from Page 4 
He recently successfully mediated 
the dispute between the City of 
Cleveland and the American Fed-
eration of State, County and Mu-
nicipal Employees by bringing 
Mayor Stokes and Jerry Wurf, 
the International Union President, 
together.'' 
for the war to be ~topped, so that scrv1ccmcn talked to, I have learned that the\' all want 
like m~ ,df may ll'turn home to the safety to go home. l\lany of them support you, and 
:111d 1(1\'t· oi our lon·d ones. 
\\'.1r llll':t11s notl1111g to me and killing dc-
~tron ont \ wul ;111d h:1rdcns his heart. All I 
:1m ·,11tt·1t·,tnl in .1rt· ·rh<: things which belong 
to !lll', ~uc!i :1s pc.ire and happinl'SS. This may 
,ound a little ,df-ccntcrcd, hut I believe I 
,jH::1k for mo~t of till' men who participate in 
chi, \\ :11. Fr11m mo~t of the men whom I have 
like myself. wish thcv could be there also. We 
are unable to protest· as a group, but we <lo so 
as individuals. Your -cause is ours and we sup-
port you. \\"c arc plc;1scd chat you arc doing 
this for us. Thank you. \\'car the name of a 
loH·d one or f riencf who is here in Vietnam 
o\'cr \'otlf heart so that c\·cryonc mav sec for 
\\ honi and what )·ou arc do;ng this: 
Richard Reid, USS Sphinx 
WE Nk~il PUT'l\lE. &tTf( ON YOU, Wlli~ 
Wf S£R.V1C{ '(OUQ.. IMP,;,RTlO CAil' 
1020 TR I PLAN D TERRACE 257-23 aca, N.Y. 
PATTERSON'S 
1=l 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
• 
Car. Buffalo and Aurora 
In appearance OVAL ELEGANCE is almost 
259l, larger than a roand gem of 
the same carat weight. Its graceful form 
is sheer flattery, whether on the 
hand or in other forms of fine jewelry. 
We invite, 31ou to aee it t.oda.31. 
PATTEN'S JEWELERS 
306 E. State Street 
Ithaca, New York 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS 
XEROX gnomon copy 
Sc for fint copy 
3c for coplH 2-10 of same pa9e 
2c for copln 1 i-up of same pa9e 
OFFSET 
30c: for mater 
le foreacllcon 
• Fast 
• Cou,,_, 
{ 
• tt·' .~ 
- ... '~' "· 
II 
313 EDDY ST. 
II 
Hours 9 AJ,\. • 9 P.M. 
Ph. 273-8686 
.. . ' - . ' . ,,. . -"" .. ~ ;~ .. 
• 
9 
i 
j 
• 
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~ - . ._ :· __ n. AA UP and . Reagan. I.C. Composers 'Audiology In ;C.~ · ToPlayTooight England Set !open::::::Sat. Back Hayakawa b/p';;~:.;:·e~~ 0,;;;:,"i,;:~; F.?~h~!e:1!!.,,, ;n ,,. 
1 • t d t d . th lo . " vanced audiology will be offered 
, Nite SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - In The president has apparently nounced, about 100 students dmusic fs th e; 1~ t urmgAII :re sm., by Ithaca College next summer to ( the midst of heightened coittro- ll d ff "th t · · "d t · k t d H k • ff b t ays O e a erm. e open t ' d"d t 1 
1 
phu er· ? w1f ou maJ
1
or 1_nct1 en pr 1c ·e e_ aya awa s o h1ce, . u I to the public without admission m
1
~s. e_rs canh1 ah cs a1
1
H practicing 
\ Ice Cream Made Dally versy at San Francisco State Col- t e mng o a popu ar in erna- ound 1t locked when t ey tried h ..,e c m1c1ans w o a\'e 1ad at least 
r lege, President S. I. Hayakawa tional studies professor who sup- to enter. The demonstration was c aro · . one basic course in audiometry j SUNDAES, SHAKES & CAKES is managing to avoid any major ported last year's strike. markedly mild compared to those 
1 
. A pr~gram of s~udent ~omposi- and Rehabilitation of the Hearing 
\ """'_,....,,.......,......,...........,.:::..,-..,,...""""""""_,., conflict. h l d t th last year protesting the firing of tio~s v. ill be hem d at 8· 15 p.m. Impaired. /- And per aps as a pre u e O e . ton1°ht in Walter Ford Hnll The 
"phasing out" of important focal Black instructor George Murphy d0 : 1 C All study will be in Great . f · · f stu ent composers are pup1 s o . . points of the Black studies pro- or avowmg his support o cer- P f K 111 Bntam. The group will Jca\'c t . Bl k ·1·t t . . I ro . are usa. d . . gram, Hayakawa has enlisted the ain ac mi 1 an prmc1p es. Kenne y Airport m '.\ew York 1 WAREHOUSE f support of the American Associa- Carpenter sees his firing as a Violinist Fred Klempercr will City on June 1 and will leave tion of University Professors result of the "political reprcs- present his senior recital at 2 London for return 011 June 22_ (AAUP). After initial discussions sion" of Hayakawa and Gov.
1 
p.m. tomorro~v at th~ Music Reservations for the course must 
with Hayakawa, the AAUP has Ronald Reagen. He claims it School. He will be assisted by be made by March 5. 
agreed to help him investigate would have been "ludicrous" for pianiSts l\larlha- George . ancl Designed for teachers and 
the alleged "reign of terror" in him to have graded his student Wayne Scarboro~gh. A pupil of workers in the clinical aspects 
the Black studies department. in any traditional manner during Prof. !homas Michal~k, Klemp- of audiology, the course is pri-FRIDAY 
THE SHADOWS 
and 
ANACRUSIS 
ELECTRIC BRASS 
and 
BUTCH ·sKEEN & 
Finally, Hayakawa's m·ore dubi- the strike because of the "disrup- erer will play Ro~manian Dances marily related to the areas of per-
ous actions are being consciously lion of any routine." by Bartok, "Vocalise, Opus 34, No. ception, school audiology, hospital 
overlooked by the Western Asso- 14" by Rachmaninoff, "Partita in audiology, testing of infants, na-
ciation of Schools and Colleges, ---- ? minor:· by J. S. Bach, "Sonata tional health audiology clinics, 
the accreditation authority for m A minor, Opus 23• by Bee- British audiological equipment, 
schools in the West. The group is Society Cannot th0Ven .?nd "~cl~erzo-~arantelle, language development, the physi-
specifically pleased that Haya- Opus 16 by Wiemawski. cal aspects of hearing and com-
kawa is slowly getting rid of p ight Pot, The concluding event of the hensive planning. 
"easy grading" professors. Dur- term is the annual winter con- The program leader will be Dr. 
ing last year's strike, and because Qfji . l S cert by the Jazz Lab Workshop T. Walter Carlin, chairman of the 
students are now allowed to opt Cla ays at 3 p.m. Sunday, in the Per- speech pathology and audiology 
for any of their courses on a pass- forming Arts theater. Stephen department at Ithaca College and 
fail basis, the mean grade point NEW YORK11 (CPS) - A nar- Brown of the music faculty will director of the Sir Alexander 
at the college rose above 3.0 (on colics official in California has direct. In the concert of "big Ewing Clinic. Carlin is a member 
3: 4.0 scale). That 1·s cons1·derably · · band" J·azz will be "Torreano" said society has lost its fight of the American Speech and Hear-
above the national average. The against marijuana, and it should composed and arranged by Chuck Assoc., the British Society of 
Association threatened to remove Mangione, "Shiny Stockings" by Audiology, and the Internat·1onal 
now begin to treat pot under the F k F t th B dd R" h accreditation if Hayakawa could- ran· os er, e u Y ic ar- Society of Audiology. 
n't reorient his school so that type of controls that exist for rangement of "Mercy, Mercy, 
I I\• " "Th · D" A graduate of Ithaca Co!Je 0rre students didn't receive such high alcohol. ,ercy, e Big 1pper" by grades. Thad Jones, "Opener '69-70" by and the University of i\Iancheslcr 
"Marijuana use pervades al- of Great Britain, Carlin is an ex-
Willard Carpenter, the fired Ray Brown and some new special 
most every sector of our society," perienced audiologist and thor-professor, has tenure but a facul- government at Ithaca College. 
says Weldon H. Smith, coordina- oughly knowledgeable in his 
ty committee appointed by Haya- .-------------- field. 
kawa suggested carpenter be dis- tor of narcotics programs for the TH IS WEEKEND 
THE SECOND EDITION 
missed at the end of the academic California Department of Correc-
term because of his support of tions. He said pot users arc func-
the strike and because during it tioning well in all aspects of 
Persons interested in the ad-
vanced audiology course abroad 
should address inquiries to the 
Director of Summer Sessions 
Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850'. 
as soon as possible. Enrollment 
is limited. 
273-1333 
This Last 
Week 
1 2 
2 1 
3 8 
4 4 
5 10 
6 7 
7 13 
8 2 
9 5 
10 24 
11 6 
12 22 
13 
14 21 
15 17 
16 9 
17 
18 20 
19 
20 11 
21 27 
22 25 
23 14 
24 26 
25. 
26 19 
27 29 
28 
29 
30 
... 
Rtes. 13 & 366 
he let his students grade them- American life, including educa- Head 
selves. Ninety out of his 116 stu-
dents gave themselves A's. tion, athletics, and the profcs- for 
But Carpenter claims "it was sions . 
the best class I've ever had and Smith spoke at a conference on 
Straight 
the 
there were probably not more 
than 20 of those (90) that didn't 
deserve the grade they gave them-
ROYAL PALMS 
selves." 
m1ss1on. 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 • 9636 
When the decision was an-
prevention of narcotics addiction 
sponsored by the New York Stale 
N~rc_otic Addiction Control Com-\ 
.__ ____________ , 
WICB 11NOW 30" SURVEY 
Week of December 12, 1969 
Title Artist 
Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye Steam (Fontana) 
Backfield In Motion Mel & Tim (Bamboo) 
Up on Cripple Creek/The Night They The Band (Capitol) 
Drove Old Dixie Down 
Eli's Coming Three Dog Night (Dunhill) 
· Someday We'll Be Together Diana Ross & Supremes 
(Motown) 
Sunlight Youngbloods (RCA) 
Heaven Knows Grass Roots (Dunhill) 
Undun The Guess Who (RCA) 
Going In Circles Friends of Distinction (RCA) 
Whole Lotta Love Led Zeppelin (Atlantic) 
Fortunate Son/Down On The Corner Creedence Clearwater (Fantasy) 
Volunteers/We Can Be Together Jefferson Airplane (RCA) 
Holy Holy Neil Diamond (Uni) 
I Guess The Lord Must Be In N.Y.C. Nilsson (RCA) 
Midnight Classics IV (Imperial) 
Leaving On A Jet Plane Peter, Paul & Mary (WB) 
Raindrops Keep Fallin On My Head B. J. Thomas (Scepter) 
Time And Love Laura Nyro (Columbia) 
Evil Woman, Don't Play Your Games Crow (Amoret) 
With Me 
Smile A Little Smile For Me Flying Machine (Congress) 
Vester-me, Vester-you, Yesterday Stevie Wonder (Tamie) 
La La La (If I Had You) Bobby Sherman (Metromedia) 
Something/Come Together Beatles (Apple) 
Kozmic Blues Janis Joplin (Columbia} 
She Let's Her Hair Down Tokens (Buddah) 
Sometimes In Winter/And When I Die Blood, Sweat & Tears 
(Columbia} 
Friendship Train Gladys Knight & Pips (Soul) 
Goodbye Joe Laura Nyro (Verve} 
Mind, Body & Soul Flaming Embers (Hot Wax} 
She's Ready Spiral Starecase (Columbia} 
Created by and for the "Big Six" listening audience I I 
Ron Kobosko 
Music Director 
WICB/6 
HALF-WAY HOUSE 
347-4872 
FRIDAY NITE 
Bob Crandall & The 4 C's - 9 - 1 
SATURDAY NITE 
Johnny Dingler & The 76ers - 9 - 1 
SUNDAY NITE 
Fay Woodward & The Country Masses - 6 · 9 p.m. 
... # ........ ~ ...... -1 .............. .. .. .... .:,... ..................... ~ ...................... ~ .. .. 
SPECIALIZING IN WORLD FAMOUS 
BMC PRODUCTS 
Austin Healy; MG; SAAB and all Foreign Automobiles 
as well as SU CARBURgfORS. 
Be sure to stop in with your car 
problems. We are here to help 
you. 
ESTIMATES FREE, ALL WORK IS FULL)' GUARANTEED 
PHONE 272-0952 
Alain Mauboussin 
~41!,Sl I( :rr::;~W5i#,4'W'iw:sli 
AM Auto Repair 
400 SPENCER RD. 
NEW YORK STATE INSPECTION STATION 
................... ,.,. ,. ,, , ,.,,,...... ··~, "" ,,,. , .... # ••• ~··· 
IMPORTANT 
NOTICE 
Due to the lack of response 
from students concerning 
the filling out of the IBM 
cards at registration, new 
cards for the Spring semes-
ter will be provided. 
These cards are kept on file 
at the Egbert Union infor-
mation desk. 
Please fill out all informa-
tion requested completely 
and legibly. 
DON'T PUT YOURSELF IN A 
POSITION WHERE YOUR 
PARENTS CALL FOR YOU AT 
THE UNION DESK AND 
YOUR NUMBER CANNOT BE 
LOCATED. 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
,r '• ,Y-' • .• 
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Tour of Met 
Slat.ed This Month 
A ·Merry· Xmas 
A Happy New Year 
. MA. YERS SMOKE SHOP 
A complete line of all 
Smoker's Supplies 
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobaccos 
PIPES 
"A Weekend at the Metropoli-
tan" has been planned for college 
and graduate students on Decem-
ber 19, 20, 21, 1969, to enable 
them to come to the Museum at 
Fifth Ave. and 82 St. in New York 
City to study the first of the 
Museum's Centennial exhibitions, 
"New York Painting and Sculp-
ture: 1940-1970," and to take part 
in a day-long program of activi-
ties designed especially for them. 
The exhibition has drawn con-
troversy and extensive comment; 
Life Magazine said: "The show is 
glorious. By enabling us to see in 
quantity the work of 43 artists, 
we can appreciate some of the 
major accomplishments of the 
last three decades." 
"New York Painting and Sculp-
ture: 1940-1970" is the most 
monumental showing of contem-
porary American art ever brought 
together. Conceived and executed 
by Henry Geldzahler, Curator of 
the Department of Contemporary 
Arts, the exhibition includes 
more than 400 paintings, draw-
ings, and sculptures by 43 artists. 
The works document the 1940's 
abstract expressionism, hard 
edge, pop, minimal, and other 
movements, tracing the develop-
ment of New York as the capital 
of the art world. Mr. Geldzahler 
points out that "the show is not 
a general inventory of the past 
three decades but an evaluation, 
a sorting out of major themes 
and figures." 
For the first time students will 
be able to see and study a major 
exhibition without the distraction 
of crowds. The galleries will be 
opened Friday evening and Sun-
day morning, for those attending 
the weekend, to enable them to 
have a quiet, unhurried look at 
the show. Saturday morning there 
will be a lecture-discussion pro-
gram, organized by Harry Geld-
zahler, with artists, critics, and 
dealers active on the New York 
scene. A film program Saturday 
afternoon will include works by 
and about New York artist-film-
makers. An interview, never be-
fore shown publicly, with David 
Smith about his work, rare foot-
age of Jackson Pollock in the act 
of painting, a film by and about 
Andy Warhol and the group at 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
• lee's Carpets 
• Floor Covering 
• Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. • 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Come In and See Us I 
the factory, and four experi-
mental films by Bruce Conner 
will be shown. 
According to Thomas P. F. 
Hoving, Director of the Museum, 
"It's high time we did something 
special with university students. 
This show is a good place to 
start - after all, this generation 
grew up with Abstract Expres-
sionism, and they are the most 
responsive audience for new art. 
We want them to have plenty of 
time to re-examine it and enjoy 
it." 
The weekend, the first of five 
programs geared specifically for 
college students, is open to all 
undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents at accredited institutions. 
Compliments 
of 
PUTMAN & O'BRIEN 
• Automatic Music 
• Vending 
• Amusements 
Phone Rl-4-6582 Red Creek, N.Y. 
PIPE RACKS 
TOBACCO POUCHES 
HUMIDORS 
LIGHTERS 
ASH TRAYS 
A $5 · OO fee will be charged. Stu- ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ dents may register in advance by 111 
Magazine Subscriptions make 
most appropriate Christmas Gifts 
sending a check for $5.00, payable 
to The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, to the Education Depart-
ment, The Metropolitan Museum 
• CHECK PRICE POLICY PG. 5 
• OPEN EVERY DAY EXCEPT X-MAS 
• $2.97 STEREO 
Specials Next Week of Art, Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street, New York, New York, 
10028. If places are still available, 
students may also register Friday, 
December 19, between 5 and 10 
p.m. at the Park entrance of the 
Museum. 
·-~~~\,~\~ 
~\\\\\\~\ 
Enjoy these 
PENNANT 
WINNER 
SPECIALS 
at 
Sea Host is a whole new thing in seafood restaurants. 
Corne in and try our authentic English-style Fish 'n Chips, 
shrimp, clams, oysters and a variety of delicious Sea Host 
seafood specialties with that ocean-fresh flavor. All at 
budget-pleasing prices. Fast eat-in and take-out service. 
Nothing to buy. Fill out ~oupon and 
bring It to your nearest Sea Host Eat- , 
In or Take-Out Seafood Restaurant. 
Name------------
1:10S't 
:~»u1tG~1\ · ,,..!1,-
d d sealood patt'l . z9~ ~ de\icious brea ,:"orite sealoods- \\I 
made viit\'I 'iour d and c\ams on a 
s\'lrimP, tun~t~~artar sauce, · 
ires\'\ ro\\ vii 
SEA HOST 
FISH 'n CHIPS~ 
Authentic English-style fish fillets 
served with crisp French fries, 
tartar sauce and a wedge of lemon. 69e 
SEA BOST 
SHRIMP BOAT 
8 tasty shrimp in a special bre~ding Jig'#-
served with crisp French fries, hush $ 
puppies, coleslaw, tartar sauce 
and a wedge of lemon. ' 
710 WEST STATE STREET 
(NEXT TO BUS STATION) 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
(607) 272-6382 
• 
·l" 
, -. 
tlE MYTH 
Continued from Page 22 
0nferences would square off against each other. The key to this 
roposal is that there would be no intersectional conference 
iattles; instead, conferences in the Midwest would contest 
among themselves to establish _regional superiority in the Mid-
\'est, and so on for tQe East, South, and West. Whatever four 
cams survive the battle for their respective regional champion-
hops, these teams would then qualify for the national cham-
IC PUCKSTERS BLASTED 
BY BUFFALO 8-0 
to see how his surprisingly young 
team would fare this season. The 
tea'm is young to the fact that 
there are no less than five highly 
touted freshmen among the start-
ing eleven weight classes. Name-
ly: Jake Bell (115), Pete Paduch 
(134), Jerry McTamney (142), 
Clyde Killian (158), and Steve 
Rossi (Hvy). The other grapplers 
at the tournament were Tom 
Hochfelder (150), captain Bill 
Meisner (167), Tom Polimeni 
(177), and Wayne Keebler (191), 
with Hochfelder doing the best 
in taking a fifth place. Bell, 
Killian, Meisner, and Polimeni 
also won matches. As a team, the 
Bombers placed approximately 
tenth out of 15 teams, a creditable 
showing considering the amount 
of freshmen on the team and the 
rugged competition. 
pionship to be decided on a neutral s_ite in a favorable climatic 
:irea. The argument that such a playoff plan would be too 
time-consuming is thus invalidated because, with the elimina-
tion of intersectional games during the regular season, there 
would be plenty of time at the termination of the regular sea-
50n to implement such a playoff proposal. And such a proposal 
would, once and for all, determine a true national champion, 
not a mythical one. 
l ! BRIANWOOD I ANTIQUES 
I l The Finger lakes Most 
1 Interesting Source I for 
1 • 18th and 19th Century 
Formal & 
Country Furniture 
Pewter - Brass • Copper 
Custom Frames 
Antique Prints 
Hand-Made Lamp Shades 
and 
Custom Mounted Lamp 
Bases I 409 W. State Street 
1 Ithaca, N.Y. 
Puffed up by a bevy of Cana-
dian junior college transfers, and 
dislpaying a rough-house attack, 
the University of Buffalo's hockey 
team made its first game as a 
varsity team a memorable one 
Saturday afternoon at Lynah Rink 
romping over out-manned Ithaca 
College, 8-0. 
In essence, the Bulls are loaded. 
They have an even better product 
than the 1967-68 team which lost 
only two of 21 games. That was 
a club team, and Buffalo wasn't 
eligible for the ECAC Division 
Frith, forwards Gary Bortz, Jim 
Coseo and Bob Scanlan and 
Forester were the Ithaca stand-
outs. Forester tied a school record 
with 59 saves, at least half of 
them on the ·sensational side. 
Frith, Bortz, Cosco and Scanlan 
played solid two-way hockey. 
Frith, the greatest scorer in 
Ithaca history, is playing the best 
hockey of his varsity career, even 
though he has yet to score a goal 
this season. 
Buffalo had two things going 
for it: speed and the Ithaca de-
In a junior varsity match last 
week, IC dropped a 22-13 verdict 
' to Corning Community College, 
garnering their points on impres-
• l 
, sive pins by Jerry McTamney and 
Clyde Killian, and a decision by 
' Jake Bell. 
Photo by llurb Goltlhcri: 
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Box Scores 
Ithaca College (70) 
FG FT 
4 2 
2 0 
1 3 
4 1 
2 0 
5 0 
4 5 
7 1 
29 12 
TP 
10 
4 
5 
9 
4 
10 
13 
15 
70 
I 1 O a.m. - 5 p.m. daily Closed Sunday IC Goalie Bob Forester (1) deflects Buffalo shot. Watching action are Ithaca's Rod Frith (19) Reimel and Buffalo's Mccoubrey (9). Umbach Wilkes (72) 2 4 8 7 2 16 
5 7 17 
,_________ _., 
\~~~~~~~~~~~~it ~~ ~ ~ Merry Christmas ~ 
I A and ~ I. A ~ ~ Happy New Year ~ 
~ ~ ffi Stone Tra~el Agency, Inc. ~ 414 EDDY STREET M ~~ 273 - 4443 ~ 
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II Tourney. This year they will be, 
and there is a good possibility 
UB will be among the selections. 
For eight minutes, things were 
dead even with both goaltenders, 
Bob Forrester of Ithaca and Mike 
Dunn of Buffalo, making some 
clutch saves. After that prelude, 
however, Buffalo took over and 
never looked back. 
Ithaca did have its moments 
throughout the rest of the game, 
but they were not abundant. The 
closest the Blue came to a goal 
was late in the second period, 
when Dunn made two point-blank 
saves at the crease, and midway 
in the third period when forward 
Rod Frith hit the post with a slap 
shot while Dunn made a move to 
the opposite side of. the net. 
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.,_,___-'· .... -- Bubbles I Beef ~ 
The Greatest Dining & Drinking Experience Ever 
ALL THE 
CHAMPAGNE 
YOU CAN DRINK 
Spnrkling Extra Dry Chnmpngne 
We keep your glass full. 
ALLTHE 
SALAD 
YOU CAN EAT 
Our Huge Shri~p Cocktail Salncl 
Have another, if you can. I i 
(I 
PLUS ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF 1 
• 
'-!'"' All s5 95 •. o 1,_ can eat for just • 7. .df: . 
.A.ND TEl:'..A..T'S N'OT A TeTe 
Elegant Dining Parlors and Authentic: Saloon. 
·intimate Turn-of· the- Century Atmosphere. 
A Complete Selection of Stronger Spirits is Available. _._Iii)\ 
'l'URBJia<:s 
ELMIRA !lOAD ~ ITHACA, N. Y. 
Jannuzzi 
fcnse. The Bulls arc a swift team Davis 6 1 13 
and that speed set up half of their Oekenfuss 1 0 2 
goals on Saturday. Kemp 
Three of the Ithaca defense- Jones 
6 4 16 
0 0 0 
men, Jim Talentino, Bob Corran Totals 27 18 72 
and Dave Patterson, are below par Ithaca 
physically. A fourth, Bob Robi- Wilkes 
33 37-70 
chaud has left the team since he 
will be graduating in January. 
The biggest problem, though, is 
that the Blue def!;!nse.can't seem 
to clear the puck, which is a 
problem coach Forbes Keith pre-
dicted in pre-season sessions. 
37 35-72 
Wrestlers 
Kickoff Season; 
Play Tourney 
by Bob Scandurra 
The Ithaca College varsity 
wrestling team, under the head 
coaching of Herb Broadwell, 
junior varsity coaching of Gary 
Fallon, and assistant coaching of 
Phil deJong, opened its 1969-70 
se~son last week-end at the Coast 
Guard Invitational Tournament 
in New London, Conn. 
Rackley 
Kenney 
Devore 
Reed 
Hoffer 
Cullen 
Craumer 
Miller 
L'm'nczyk 
Chemotti 
Leone 
Lian· 
Totals 
Cahill 
Chakas 
Rowley 
Shields 
Wrighter 
Decillis 
Dibler 
Patterson 
Veronesi 
Vetter 
Williams 
Totals 
Hartwick (86) 
1 3 
1 3 
1 1 
13 3 
4 5 
0 2 
6 3 
0 2 
5 0 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
31 24 
Ithaca (69) 
3 5 
1 2 
0 2 
1 0 
3 0 
2 2 
2 2 
1 2 
-6 2 
0 1 
4 5 
23 23 
The tournament, won by a 
powerful Navy team, was the first 
opportunity for Coach Broadwell Halftime: 43-25, Hartwick. 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
MONTOUR FALLS 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, 
BWV, Fiat, Peugeot, MG, Austin 
Healey, Renault, Sunbeam, Checker, 
Plymouth, and others. 
$90,000 Parts Inventory-
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
We service what we sell and as many 
others as possible. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
5 
5 
3 
29 
13 
2 
15 
2 
10 
2 
0 
0 
86 
11 
4 
2 
2 
6 
6 
6 
4 
14 
1 
13 
69 
M.I.A.A. 
Basketball 
The MIAA is now forming its 
intramural volleyball league. Op-
tions relevant to touch football 
and basketball will not be in ef-
fect for volleyball. Complete 
freedom to draw up teams will 
exist. There will be a captain's 
meeting Monday, January 12, in 
room P-5 at 9:00 p.m. in the Hill 
Physical Education Center. At-
tendance is mandatory. Sign-up 
sheets can. be obtained in the 
Bowling Lanes or room 17 in the 
Physical Education Building. 
They must be returned to room 
17 after they have been filled out. 
The basktball league standings 
as of December 5 were as follows: 
CAUITOL LEAGUE 
Team Wins 
Hogans 3 
Bombers 3 
Peanuts 2 
Intimidation 2 
Hearts Hotel 2 
Maurders 1 
Tide 1 
Court Jesters 0 
CENTRA LLEAGUE 
Team · Win 
Pi Lam A 3 
Delta Kappa 3. 
Dorm 9 "A" 2 
Skaffers 2 
Holmes Hawks 1 
Undecided 1 
Merkins 1 
Yo Yo's 0 
COASTAL LEAGUE 
Team Win 
Landon Coeds 4 
Phi EK 3 
Dark Horses 2 
Dorm 9 "A" Plus 2 
Mecklenburg Bubble 1 
Hot Flashes 1 
Zoo II 0 
Green Meanies 0 
ATLANTIC LEAGUE 
Team Win 
The KCUFS 4 
New Dimension 3 
Staff 2 
Firehouse 5 2 
Knights 1 
Zoo I 1 
Warriors 0 
Zulu Nation 0 
Nixon Digs 
Football, Not 
Protesters 
. 
Loss 
0 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
Loss 
0 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
Loss 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Loss 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
WASlllNGTON (CPS) - When 
Richard Nixon spends long hours 
at the television set watching 
football, he is not merely ignor-
ing hundreds of thousands of 
anti-war protesters. He is ap-
parently making top policy deci-
sions. 
The appointment of former 
Oklahoma football coach and 
television sports commentator 
Bud Wilkinson as one of his top 
aides seemed to be one example. 
More recently, Scripps-Howard 
has reported that President Nixon 
has asked Ohio State football 
coach Woody Hayes to replace 
Gen. Lewis Hershey as Selective 
Service director. After all, Hayes 
was quite successful as a football 
coach most of this past season. 
The White House refused com-
ment on whether Hayes had been 
asked, but said he is not now 
under consideration. Possibly, the 
Ohio State versus Michigan game 
changed the President's mind. 
Hayes lost that one. 
I 
Cagers Drop Opener to Wilkes 72-70; 
Hartwick Whips Bombers, 86-69 r
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After Texas' pseudo-thrilling 15-1~ victory over Arkans:i1 
last Saturday, there seems to be little doubt that the nation:11 
The Ithaca College hoopsters 
find themselves off to an in-
auspicious debut. Last Thursday 
in their lidlifter, they dropped a 
72-70 heartbreaker to Wilkes, and 
then last Saturday, were whipped 
by a rugged Hartwick quintet 86-
69. Of these two performances, 
it is apparent that the Bombers 
may be in store for a long sea-
son. The fact that only four let-
termen returned from last year's 
team which posted a 13-9 record, 
coupled with the . graduation 
losses of All-Amercian center 
Greg Albano, holder of 11 in-
dividual school records, and 
starters Rich Miller, Ed Kowal-
ski, Dale Dirk and Bob Modliszew-
ski has already had a telling ef-
fect. As a result, the Bombers arc 
extremely inexperienced and will 
have to rely heavily on sopho-
mores throughout the co11,rse of 
the season. 
Wilkes 72, Ithaca 70 
The loss to Wilkes was a nip-
and-tuck battle all the way. The 
Bombers held two and three point 
margins in the first . ten minutes 
of action. Wilkes rebounded to 
grab the lead at 29-22 with five 
minutes to go, only to have IC 
close the gap to 37-33 at the half. 
With three sophomore leading 
the way - center Mike Williams, 
guard Paul Veronesi and forward 
Dave Dibler - the Bombers re-
gained the lead at 42-41 with 
12:41 left, increased it to 55-48 
some three minutes later and 
maintained a 6-9 point spread un-
til three minutes remained. IC 
held a 68-62 advantage as Gail 
Wrighter hooped in five straight 
points. Then the roof caved in. 
The Ithacans crumbled under t'he 
Wilkes' press, and the visitors 
outscored the hosts 8-2 in the next 
minute. The game, deadlocked at 
70-70 with 1:30 to go, saw both 
teams commit several crucial 
turnovers in the waning moments. 
However, Wilkes' center Dick 
Davis connected on a short 
jumper with 32 seconds remain-
ing to account for the winning 
margin. Guard Frank Jannuzzi 
packed the Wilkes' attack with 17 
points, while Bill Umbach and 
All-American Herb Kemp each 
/ 
by Mike Hinkelman 
The Problems championship of college football has degenerated into a farce. · 
Championship in name only, it is myth in actuality. On Tue1 .. The two losses may be at- F d · H l 
tributed to the Bombers' critical day night, the National Football oun at1on and, the al ,,1 · 
Fame presented the MacArthur Bowl, emblematic of collegt . 
lack of height. That handicap, in football's national championship, to Texas. Yet, on close scru. , 
addition to "the cold shooting tiny one cannot help but question the Longhorns' qualificationi . 
from the field, had much to do for this high honor a_nd esteem. ).'. 
with the setbacks. IC was hurt by 
32 turnovers, but this is to be STRENGTH OF SCHEDULE 
expected from a sophomore- Going into the contest with Arkansas, the Texas offense.·; 
dominated team. On 'the bright oiled by the savagely devastating "Wishbone-T" triple option . 
side of the ledger, the Bombers ground attack, was averaging a gaudy 44.4 points per gam,·. · 
have exhibited much hustle, and tops in the country. Let's consider for a moment the opposition· 
in January, transfers Chafin and that Texas has encountered. With the exception of Arkansa,. : 
Rostoker will become eligible as Texas' opponents collectively have a record of 29-61, certainh · 
will ·6-7 soph forward Dave Stark, a dubious mark by an standard. Of these teams, Texas scored . 
recovering from a summer bout 56 points against both Navy .and Baylor ( each team conclud. , 
with mononucleosis. At least ing its reason with respective records of 1-9 and 0-10), whil( , 
these newcomers should bolster rolling up 69 points against powerful Texas Christian ( 4.r · 
the Bombers with additional record). So much for the lusty scoring average. ' · '. 
depth, and should provide some Moreover, it is important th;i.t there are several team-. 
spark. among them Tennessee, Southern California, Missouri, Penn.: 
Frosh Impressive State, Michigan, and Notre Dame, who have faced compa~;1.,: 
The frosh, on the other hand, tively stronger opponents-than has Texas. From the standpowi.~· 
have.been impressive. They turn- of schedule strength, Texas would rank no better than No. 8 or· 
ed back Wilkes 7467, trailing No. 9 if the sO:.called power polls gave maximum consideration 
most of the way until 2:50 was to this important factor. In the final analysis, how can one team 
left, and then pulled ahead to (Texas) be designated as the top-ranked, _superior collegiate 
stay. Jim Shaw paced the Cubs team,-when it has rung up a 10-0 record against unquestionabL 
with 21 points; the Colonels' weak opposition? 
freshman coach Larry Kendig FOOTBALL AS REPRESSIVE · I pulled his team off the court Today, one simply cannot overlook the repressive nature oi 
with 38 seconds remaining be· college football as an institution. The way in which the present 
cause of what he termed "poor system is rigged up, the National Collegiate Association cannot 
officiating." possibly hope to come up with a true national champion. Th,· 
Saturday, however, the frosh bowl games, glamorous as they may be, are all too often capi- '. 
were upended 72-71 by Hartwick, talistic ventures which many times ignore the best teams in the\; 
as they fought valiantly, narrow- country (LSU, for one, with a 9-1 record). But this is not the. 
ing a 7-point deficit to 1 point entire fault of the bowl sponsors. More of the blame must be I. 
. Photo b:r Ohuck Miller wit_h 1:30 to go, but couldn't pull directed at some of the repressive, out-dated, and grossly unfair 
IC Soph Center Paul Patterson (44) is fouled by Wilkes' Bill it out. Dan FelTis with 20 points, rules and regulations of some of the major conferences. The Big 
and Shaw WI.th 12 were h1·gh for Ten and the Pacific-8 Conferences permit only champions oi Ockenfuss (43). Wilkes Herb Kemp (41) watches adion. 
Ithaca. their respective conferences to. participate in bowl games, and 
Continued on Page 21 only one at that, the Rose Bowl. Such unrealistic and intoleranr 
---------------------------· rules do ·not reward excellence, but instead emphasize supres-
chipped in with 16 points. Junior siol!. and subjugation of the true competitive nature of college 
forward Gail Wrighter was high football. As a result, such out.standing teams as Ohio State. 
for the Bombers with 15 points, UCLA, Purdue, and Stanford are neither given equal opportun-
hitting on 7 of 13 shots from the ity, nor are they entitled to display their talents and stah 
floor. Center Mike Williams, ag- their legitimate claims as the nation's top-ranked football team. 
gressive under the boards all I, for one, feel that the Buckeyes of Ohio State are still the bes: 
night long, grabbed 21 bounds college football team overall, yet there is no way in which they. 
and also contributed 13 points to and teams like them in the future, will be able to establish claim, 
the losers' cause. Both teams · to supermacy unless the present system or structure is someho,, 
were cold from the field: IC 29 changed. 
of 73, Wilkes 27 of 73. LACK OF LEGITIMACY 
Hartwick 86, Ithaca 69 Why can't the NCAA come up with a true national cham-
p_ion? For the simple reason that there is little, or no legitimac~ 
for the national championship under present conditions. Tht 
way things stand now, one game can mean the difference be-
tween winning a national championship, or losing it. Conside1 
the Texas-Arkansas game. Logically, how cari Texas, simply b~ 
virtue of its victory over Arkansas be acclaimed national cham-
pion? It is ridiculous and absurd that one game can arbitrarib 
be branded as the national championship game, least of all a 
game in which the supposed champion did not demonstrate ·.: 
anything even resembling superiority. A 15-14 victory, inter-
spersed by four fumbles and two pass interceptions, is in no 
way indicative of a team. deserving of a No. 1 ranking. Texas 
was everything but dominant and clearly superior. Ohio State,. 
all things being equal, is still probably the m·ost well-balanced -!. 
team in the country, out the Buckeyes' 24--12 loss to Michigan 
in their final game assured them that they would not be national 
champions, at least as long as other teams persisted in remain-
ing unbeaten. The idea that one game can dictate the success or 
negation of a season in terms of a championship should be 
abolisned forthwith. It is inimical to the very competitive, sea-
son-long nature of college football. 
The superior height, strength 
and experience of Hartwick was I 
the key factor here. The Bombers 
were never in the contest as Hart-
wick jumped to a 13-4 lead at the 
outset, increased it to 43-25 at the 
half and were never headed there-m 
after. Early in the second half, -' , -
the visitors extended the lead to , 
53.33 and the only thing that re- ' 
maincd in doubt was what the 
final margin would be. 
Hartwick was paced by 6-5 
junior Mike Reed, who ripped the I 
cords for 29 points. The rugged ' 
southpaw forward was a blister-
ing -13 of 18 from the floor, hit- li 
ting on a variety of shots from 
all angles. Hartwick, as a team, '· · 
connected on 31 of its 65 shots, 
a fine shooting night. Slick ball-~ 
handling guard Ed Craumer con. ~ .-._ 
tributed 15 points, while forward ::. , ~ 
Reid Hoffer notched 13 for the ... - ~ 
....__ ::--:",, ...... ~ ... .. 
Photo by Ohu~k Miller 
winners. Sophomore guard Paul 
Veronesi paced the IC attac~ with 
16 points, while Mike Williams 
found the range for 13 points and 
14 rebounds. Ithaca, again cold 
from the. floor, could hit on only 
23 of 79 field-goal attempts. 
IC's Cahill drives for two despite vain attempt _by Hartwick's 
Reed (22) to block it. Standing by are IC's Veronesi (20) and 
Hartwick's Hoffer (5) and ,Rackley (20), 
- .. 
A PROPOSED SOLUTION 
How then can a true national champion he attained? The 
solution, of course, would haV'e to come in the form of a playoff 
system, much like the NCAA Basketball Playoffs. A proposed :: 
solution might be as follows: ( 1) abolish all bowl games, (2) · 
elrminate all intersectional contests amon~ the various major , 
conference teams, thus reducing and restricting regular season :· 
play to games involving teams only within the con{erence; such ; 
an improvement would permit the regular season to end much 
earlier at the end of October,. whereupon the third and final 
proposal could be implemented, (3) establishment of an NCAA 
Football Playoff in which the respecti_ve ch:ampions _of all major 
Contfnueci on Page 21 
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